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※ Safety precaution

In order to use the machine correctly, the Safety Precaution has described the protection

precautions to prevent the harms and losses that may be caused to the bodies and properties of you

and others. Please read this manual carefully before using and keep it proper for your reference in

future.

※ Warning signs

Please fully understand the meanings of the following signs and marks before reading through

this manual.

Danger

If this sign is ignored and the machine is thus used incorrectly, death

or serious injury accidents may be caused to personnel.

Warning

If this sign is ignored and the machine is thus used incorrectly, death

or serious injury accidents may be caused to personnel.

Caution

If this sign is ignored and the machine is thus used incorrectly, injury

accidents may be caused to personnel and the machine may be

damaged.

※ Conditions for use

Caution
As this device is not provided in an explosion-proof, waterproof or

dustproof type, please avoid use in the following circumstances.

Failure to comply with this warning may cause faults or damages.

(1) Circumstances with combustible gas, pyrophoric liquid, etc.;

(2) Circumstances with flying or dispersing conductive metal chips due to matel processing or cutting

(3) Circumstances with acid, alkali or other corrosive gas.

(4) Circumstances with spray os cutting fluid, grinding fluid, etc.;

(5) Circumstances near electrical noise sources like large-sized converters, devices with large output

of g higher harmonics, large conductors, welding machine, etc.;

(6) Circumstances where the operating temperature is beyond the range of 0 ~ 40℃;

(7) Circumstances with humidity more than 90%RH;

(8) Circumstances with occurrence of condensation.
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■ Warning Mark Type

※ Some of the warning marks may not be used in this series robot.

Not allowed to enter the action range

Up & Down movement danger warning

Crosswise Movement danger warning

Traverse movement danger warning

Please do not enter the operation area

when the robot is working. Anyone with

any reason wants to enter the operation

area, must operate after turn off the

power source and air pressure switch.

Please refer to “Operating

Instruction”
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Warning of the high voltage electric shock

When doing the maintenance, please

shut down the power (OFF position),

especially when inspecting the electric

cabinet, you must take off the IMM

connector wires and shut down the

main power of the factory.

The warning of the high voltage

electric shock should be seen in the

area, for example, the terminal block

and other area.

Warning of cooling fan

Please do not close to the

revolving cooling fan.

Warning of high temperature of electromotor

The electromotor is in high

temperature when it is working;

please do not be close to the working

motor.

If touch the motor needed out of

maintenance, please power off, and

operate after it has been cooled.
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Pay attention to stroke adjustment

Please following manual to do the

stroke adjustment in a safety way.

After shut down the power and

pneumatic, the air cylinder may have

remnant pneumatic, please do not

working in the robot operation area.

Warning of involving

Please do not touch the motor, gear,

pulley and belt which can easily make

people involved when you are doing the

maintenance and other reason which

has to be working in the working area.

Please power off and close the air

and pressure switch when doing the

operation.
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Warning of the cutter

Do not touch the cutter when you are

doing the inspection or maintenance.

Shut down the power and pneumatic

before you both inspection and

maintenance.

Do not enter the liquid spraying area

Do not get close to the liquid sprayer

operation area. Shut down the robot

power and sprayer power before doing

the inspection or maintenance.

※ Prohibited matters

(1) Behaviors warned by the warning signs;

(2) Behaviors prohibited by this Operating Instruction Manual;

(3) Taking off the warning signs;

(4) Operations in a status with difficulty in making a normal judgment as a result of drinking, taking

drugs, disease and etc.;

(5) Operations in a circumstance with intermittent power supply due to lightning or other causes;

(6) Transformation of the machine without the permission of the Company.
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1. Electrical principle descriptions

1.1 Features of the machine

Main function

� Based on a human-machine dialogue window with simple and easy-to-understand

setting&operation.

� Main features of the the controller：

� Light and small controller

Light and small controller with small and exquisite electrical control rack

� High performance

Multiple applications modularized, that makes selection of composite applications simple and

easy

� Convenient and efficient maintenance

Based on easy-to-replace module type structure

Detailed alarm information display, convenient troubleshooting, accompanied by failure analysis

table and the corresponding countermeasures.

� Available training and technical support

Provide customers with all kinds of customized, special education training for quickly mastering

the use method and troubleshooting measures

� Compatible with both the open type and fixed type operating modes, with a wide scope of

application.

� System based on a user-level -based login mode ,wiht level 5 as the highest level

� High-level users can use the man-machine interface to modify the access right and password of

users at all levels, with a high flexibility.

� Provide 100 set of mold materials.

� Provide 8 sets of standard stack, with free stack supporting 200 points.

� Automatic failure monitoring, failure content record , real-time operation record and I/O record

� User program, mold files, main body setting data, machine setting data, information data, name

data, PLC data and record data can be downloaded or upload ed by U disk directly with the

man-machine interface.

� Scheduled production number, notice of production end time in advance, automatically recording

take-out number and calculating production yield rate and defective rate.

� Fine adjustment on the axis position can be made during automatic operation.

� Real-time display of servo positioning state and encoder position.

� Paralleling startup of programs are supported.

� Currently used mold materials that have been changed will be automatically prompted and data

will still be kept when the power is accidentally cut off.
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Input power supply：

1. Controller: single-phaseAC 220V±10% 50/60Hz±2%

2. PIO board: DC24.0V±10% 1.5A

3. TIO board: DC24.0V±10% 8.0A (with CN402 DC24V branch)

4. ESM board: DC24.0V±10%

5. Consumption power: depending on the type.

Hardware specifications
：

1. Input terminal: 37 points.

2. Output terminal: 42 points.

3. Servo motor: depending on the type.

4, servo driver: depending on models.

5. Controller: TRC1000（FLASH ROM:32M，SDRAM:16M，SRAM:128B).

Operation pendant:

LCD 5.7" 640*480 + manual operating button (12pcs) + mode selecting switch + pressable switch on

the back side

1.2 Main circuit diagram

TRC-1000 main circuit diagram
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TRC-1100 main circuit diagram
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1.3 Name and function of each part

1.3.1 Operation pendant

Front side

 1 

Back side
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Names Functions

① EMERGENCY STOP SWITCH

Emergency stop of Take-out robot.

To release the emergency stop, rotate the key along the

clockwise direction.

② MENU key Turn to the MENU SCREEN.

③ HELP key
Display the prompts for the screen currently

represented.

④ PAGE FEED /RETURN key
Turn ascent/descent the page on the screen currently

represented.

⑤ START/STOP key Start/stop of automatic operation and original point

⑥ RESET key
Clear the the alarm currently represented. In addition,

return to the original screen from all screens.

⑦ WALKING AXIS ACTION key Move the Y axis to the take-out side/placement side.

⑧

FORE/BACK/UPPPER/LOWER

AXIS ACTION key

Move the axis MX or axis SX forward/backward, and

move the axis MZ and axis SZ upward/downward.

⑨ POSTURE ACTION key Achieve the posture reset/action of the jig.

⑩ ROTARYACTION key Achieve the rotary reset/action of the jig.

⑪ CLAMP ACTION key Achive the hold/sorption ON/OFF action.

⑫ PENDENT BELT Hung on the hand in use to prevent from falling

⑬ LCD TOUCH SCREEN

Represent all screens and information for setting

purpose. As provided with a touch-screen mode, it is

also to conduct operation of all setting screen.

⑭

SAFETY SWITCH

In the process of manual operation, if this key is

pressed dwon, the actions of all manual action key can

be executed. In the period of being pressed down, the

color on the top zone of the screen becomes orange.
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1.3.2 Controller panel figure

TRC1000
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TRC1100
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1.3.3 EMS（Emergency Stop）board and I／O description

The old version

Detailed wiring description：

CN501
：

Descriptions Marks
Contact

s
Remarks

Relay contacts for contactor（ for power lines） RY1_1 1
Standby

Relay contacts for contactor（ for power lines） RY1_2 2

CN502
：

Desxriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Relay output RY2 1
Connected to DC relay

coil

24V 24V 2
Connected to L+ on the

power supply unit

24G 24G 3 Standby

24G 24G 4
Connected to L- on the

power supply unit

CN503
：

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Servo ON MP_ON_1 1

Connect to the

connector of the I/O

controller

Emergency stop signal output EMS_1 2

Emergency stop signal input EMS_SW_1 3

Servo ON contactor MP_ON_2 4

Emergency stop signal output EMS_2 5

Emergency stop switch input EMS_SW_2 6

CN504
：

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Emergency stop signal for PIO EPIN STANDBY

24G 24G STANDBY
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TB501
：

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Emergency stop output 1 EMSO1_1 1 Connected to

emergency stop line 23

Emergency stop output 1 EMSO1_2 2
Connected to

emergency stop line 24

Emergency stop output 2 EMSO2_1 3

StandbyEmergency stop output 2 EMSO2_2 4

Emergency stop output 3 EMSO3_1 5

Emergency stop output 3 EMSO3_2 6

External emergency stop input 1 EMSIN_1(24V) 7 When the external

emergency stop is not

in use, short circuit 7

and 8

External emergency stop input 1 EMSIN1_1 8

External emergency stop input 2 EMSIN1_2 9 When the external

emergency stop is not

in use, short circuit 9

and 10

External emergency stop input 2 EMSIN1_3 10

The new version:

Detailed wiring description：

CN501：

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

M-arm ascent limit X00 1 Line from TIO

S-arm ascent limit X07 2

Line from TIO, short circuit if it’s

3 axis

Placement signal X18 3 Line from TIO

24G 24G 4

No need line
24G 24G 5

24G 24G 6

24G 24G 7
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24G 24G 8

CN502:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

1 Standby

24V 24V 2

Connected to L+ on the power

supply unit

24G 24G 3

Connected to L- on the power

supply unit

24G 24G 4

Connected to L- on the power

supply unit

CN503:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Servo ON MP_ON_1 1

Connect to the connector of

the I/O controller

Emergency stop signal output EMS_1 2

Emergency stop signal input EMS_SW_1 3

Servo ON contactor MP_ON_2 4

Emergency stop signal output EMS_2 5

Emergency stop signal input EMS_SW_2 6

TB501:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Emergency stop output 1 EMSO1_1 1

Connected to emergency

stop line 23

Emergency stop output 1 EMSO1_2 2

Connected to emergency

stop line 24

Enable mould close signal Y35 3

Connected to the CN302

line 2 of PIO

Enable mould close signal Y35 4

Connected to the CN302

line 6 of PIO

Enable mould close signal Y35 5

Enable mould close，

connected to the 10# of

injection line

Enable mould close signal Y35 6

Enable mould close，

connected to the 11# of

injection line

External emergency stop input 1 EMSIN_1(24V) 7 When the external

emergency stop is not in

use, short circuit 7 and 8
External emergency stop input 1 EMSIN1_1 8

External emergency stop input 2 EMSIN1_2 9 When the external

emergency stop is not in

use, short circuit 9 and 10
External emergency stop input 2 EMSIN1_2 10

External emergency stop input 3 EMSIN1_3 11 When the external

emergency stop is not in

use, short circuit 11 and

12

External emergency stop input 3 EMSIN1_3 12
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1.3.4 PIO board and I／O descriptions

LED display meaning
：

Detailed wiring decriptions
：

CN301:

CN302:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Enable full mold opening Y36 1/5 Output point
enable mold closure Y35 2/6 Output point

Mold area free Y34 3/7 Output point

Item Specification

[LD1] LINE（Red） TS_LINK lit when Communicaion error happened

[LD2] RUN（Green） While normal,2 second circle flashing

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Safety door X42 2 Input point
Molding open position X46 3 Input point

mold closed X45 4 Input point
Ejector forward position X50 7 Input point

Reject X44 8 Input point
automatic X48 9 Input point

24V 1/6 24V Power supply
interface24G 5/10
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Enable ejector forward Y39 4/8 Output point

TB301:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Reserved output 50（eject back） Y50 1/2 Output point

Alarm output (Core Puller 1 forward) Y54 3/4 Output point
Conveyor belt Y44 5/6 Output point
Reserved output 51（Core Puller 1 back） Y51 7/8 Output point
Reserved output 52（Core Puller 1 forward） Y52 9/10 Output point
Reserved output 54（Core Puller 1 back） Y53 11/12 Output point
TB302:

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

Mould middle plate test X35 3 Input point

Safety gate at open position X42 4
Short circuit with 24G

(8,9,16,17) when not in use
Go-down instructions at open

position
X56 5

24V 24V 1/2/10/11
24V power supply interface

24G 24G 8/9/16/17

Reserved input 52 X52 6 Input point

Reserved input 53 X53 7 Input point

Reserved input 54 X54 12 Input point

Reserved input 57 X57 13 Input point

Reserved input 58 X58 14 Input point

Reserved input 59 X59 15 Input point

Indicator light (alarm) YBZ2 18 Input point

Automatic indicator light Y56 19 Input point

Manua indicator light Y57 20 Input point
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LED

No.

Marks Signal names

LD26 Y34 Mold area free

LD27 Y39 Enable ejector forward

LD29 RY5 Alarm output

LD31 Y51 Reserved output

LD24 Y36 Enable full mold opening

LD25 Y35 enable mold closure

LD28 Y50 Reserved output

LD30 Y44 Conveyor belt start

LD32 Y52 Reserved output

LD33 Y53 Reserved output

LD15 X46 Molding open position

LD14 X42 Safety device

LD17 X50 Ejector forward position

LD16 X45 mold closed

LD13 X48 Injection molding machine

automatic

LD12 X44 Reject

LD4 X55 Reserved input

LD3 SP7 Reserved input

LD6 SP10 Reserved input

LD5 X56 Reserved input

LD8 OPIN1 Reserved input

LD7 SP11 Reserved input

LD10 OPIN3 Reserved input

LD9 OPIN2 Reserved input

LD11 OPIN4 Reserved input

LD19 Y44 Conveyor belt

LD20

LD21 Y29 Reserved output

LD22 Y27 Reserved output

LD23 Y43 Reserved output
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1.3.5 TIO board and I／O description

LED Display meaning
：

Item Specification

[LD1] POWER（Green）
Light on when DC24V power supply is normal, and light out
when lower than 19.6 V

[LD2] LINE（Red） Light on when TS_LINK communication is abnormal

[LD3] RUN（Green） The flashing cycle is 2 second when the action is normal

Connection descriptions
：

Input terminal
：

Iten

No.

Instruction

mode

Fixed

mode
Descriptions Corresponding positions

1 X18 L12 Placement side zone CN403-7

2 X00 L3 Primary arm upper position signal CN404-5

3 X07 L3S
Secondary arm upper position

signal
CN406-5

4 X31 L4 Reserved input 31 CN405-8

5 X19 L4T Product 1 confirmation CN404-10

6 X23 L4V1 Sorption 1 confirmation CN409-2

7 X29 L4S Stub bar arm confirmation CN406-13
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8 X24 L4V2 Sorption 2 confirmation CN407-2

9 X25 L4V3 Sorption 3 confirmation CN407-3

10 X27 L4V4 Sorption 4 confirmation CN407-6

11 X15 L8 Lateral posture aligning signal CN404-8

12 X16 L9 Lateral posture action signal CN405-9

13 X04 L10 Take-out side zone CN403-6

14 X21 L11 Product 3 confirmation CN405-3

15 X26 PS Air pressure signal CN408-2

16 X14 L6S Secondary arm retreat signal CN405-11

17 X11 L14 Rotating reset limit CN404-9

18 X10 L15 Rotating action limit CN405-10

19 X20 L16 Product 2 confirmation CN410-2

20 X22 L17 Product 4 confirmation CN411-2

21 X33 L33
Primary arm and secondary arm

anti-collision signal
CN406-14

22 X32 IN001 Reserved input 32 CN407-7

Output point
：

Iitem

No.

Instruction
mode

Fixed
mode

Descriptions Corresponding positions

1 Y04 V1D Product holder 3 CN413-1

2 Y25 V1S Secondary arm go-down CN413-15

3 Y26 V2B Spray CN413-12

4 Y05 V2A Product holder 4 CN413-2

5 Y28 V2S Secondary arm forward CN413-6

6 Y02 V31 Product holder 1 CN412-3

7 Y08 V3V1 Sorption open 1 CN415-1

8 Y06 V32 Primary arm runner open CN412-4

9 Y10 V3S Secondary arm runner open CN412-11

10 Y00 V4R Lateral posture reset CN412-1

11 Y01 V4P Lateral posture action CN412-2

12 Y03 V5 Product holder 2 CN412-7

13 Y46 V6 Internal scissors CN412-8

14 Y47 V7 Rotary action CN412-9

15 Y45 V8 Rotary reset CN412-10

16 Y09 V3V2 Sorption open 2 CN413-3

17 Y14 V3V3 Sorption open 3 CN413-13

18 Y15 V3V4 Sorption open 4 CN413-4
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Power input

Descriptions Marks Contacts Remarks

CN401

Power input
1 24V

CN401

Power input
2 0V

Power output

24V 0V

CN401 1 2

CN402 1、2 3、4

CN403 4、8 1、5

CN404 6、12 1、2、7

CN405 6、12 1、2、7

CN406 7、8、15、16 1、2、9、10

CN407 4、8 1、5

CN408 4 1

CN409 4 1

CN410 4 1

CN411 4 1

CN415 2

CN416 2

CN417 4、8 1、5

CN418 4、8 1、5

CN412

5、6、12、13、

14

CN413 7、8、9、10、17、18、19、20

CN414 5、6、10、11、12

1.4 EMS（Emergency Stop）

1.4.1 Emergency stop trigger

Press down the "emergency stop" switch at the top right of the pendant, and then all servo turn

OFF and the movement immediately stop.

1.4.2 Emergency stop release

1 Turn the "emergency stop" switch to the direction of the arrow symbol and then release the

brake.

※ to release the emergency stop, firstly confirm the safety and then release it.
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1.5 Injection machine linkage instructions

1.5.1 Typical wiring diagram for connection with the injection machine
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1.5.2 Contact instructions for linkage with the injectionmachine

Contact

number

Cable or

wire

numbers

Signal names Descriptions

1 ESM

9 L-

8

9

Emergency

stop of

machine

（ESM）

When the injection machine's emergency stop switch is

initiated, this contact must be disconnected to make the

robot stop emergently.

2 X46 1

Molding

open position

（X46）

When the mould-opening distance of the injection machine

is up to the mould-opening position, this contact must get

closed. And if the mould-opening stroke is accidentally

changed and thus the mould space is less than the place

needed by the robot for taking out operation, this situation

must not happen, and thus signal should not be interrupted

because of changing the injection machine operating mode

or opening the safety protection device (such as safety

door).

3 X42

11L-

6

7

IMM safety

devices

（X42）

When the injection machine's safety devices (e.g., safety

door, protective safety equipment and pedal safety

equipment, etc.) acts, this contact must get closed. This

signal must act in any operating mode.

5 X50 2

Ejector

forward

position

（X50）

When the injection machine's thimble has completed its

forward movement, this contact must get closed for the

confirmation of the contact "thimble forward permission".

8 X44 3 Reject（X44）

When the injection machine's molding is poor and the mold

is opened, this contact must get closed. The contact must

be closed during the injection machine's mould unloadging,

and can not be interrupted until the mould loading is

allowed.

2 X45 20
mold closed

(X45)

When the injection machine's mould loading get to the end,

this contact must get closed.

10 X48 4

Injection

machine

automatic

When the injection machine is set in an automatic mode,

this contact must get closed. If the manipulator has made

the injection machine become a manual or other operating

mode in the case of the take-out action, the manipulator will

continue to complete all action and then get back to the

standby position.

9L-

11L-

16L-

9

5

Reference

potential

（L－）

Manipulator input point reference potential, code L -.
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17 Y35
10

11

enable mold

closure

（Y35）

When the manipulator's mould take-out operation

successfully go upeards to the upper position signal, then

this contact get closed to let the injection machine start to

shut the mould. If the manipulator initiate an alarm during

action, the mould loading action will be interrupted.

18 Y34

26 Y34

16

17

Mold area

free

（Y34）

The movement situation is similar to that of mould loading

permission (EMC)

19 ESR1

27 ESR2

23

24

Emergency

stop of robot

When pressing down the red emergency stop button on the

operator of the manipulator, this contact must get opened

to control the emergency stop of the injection machine.

20 ROM
12

13

Handing
device

operation
mode

(unuse)
（ROM）

When setting the "manipulator not in use", the injection

machine will acts by its own.

28 Y36
18

19

Enable full
mold

opening
(Y36)

When the manipulator alarm is initiated, the injection

machine's mould unloading action will be stopped.

22 Y39
14

15

Enable
ejector
forward
（Y39）

When the manipulator allows the injection machine's

thimble to go forward, this contact gets closed.
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1.5.3 Injection machine signal reset descriptions

When the robot is not in use, the following methods can be used to reset the signal of the injection

machine.

⑴ Remove/Disconnect the metal contact on the connecting wires of the injection machine, and

connect the "reset connector" accompanying the machine.

The "reset connector" wiring diagram is as follows:：

⑵ When the manipulator is not in use, the machine should be moved to a safe place.

⑶ When the manipulator is not in use, the air supply (air source) shall be removed.

European Spec Reset connectors or circular metal connetors
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2. Screen description and operation

Through the combination of operation buttons displayed on the human-machine touch panel and

various operating buttons, different functions wil be realized.

See the figure below for the operating organization chart.
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Note: because of the limitation of user permissions, the operating screens displayed for users at

different levels will be somewhat different as shown in the table below.

List of user operation permission

Note：“●” means the operation permission is effective

Item

No.
Type

Function

screen
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5

1

System

setting

Maintenance ● ● ● ●

2 User switching ● ● ● ● ●

3

Acceleration

and

deceleration

setting

● ● ● ●

4 System setting ● ● ● ●

5
External

storage
● ●

6
Maximum

value
● ●

7
Mechanical

parameters
●

8

Instruction

and setting

Mode ● ● ● ●

9 Timer ● ● ● ●

10 Counter ● ● ● ●

11
Moveable

zone setting
● ● ● ●

12 Free stack ● ● ●

13 User stack ● ● ● ●

14
Position

setting
● ● ●

Pass ●

15 Instruction ● ● ●

16

IO and

record

Alarm record ● ● ● ●

17 I/O status ● ● ● ●

18
Operation

record
● ●

19 IO record ● ●

20
File

management

File

management
● ● ● ● ●

21
Original

reset

Original point

reset
● ● ● ● ●

22
Manual

operation

Manual

operation
● ● ● ● ●

23
Automatica

operation

Automatic

operation
● ● ● ● ●
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2.1 Initial screen

After startup, the initial screen below will be shown.

List of buttons on the initial screen:

Item No. Names Functions

1 Menu Including the function selection button

2

File

management
Doing the file management

3

Original point

reset
Doing the operation of origin return

4

Manual

operation
Doing the manual operation

5

Automatic

operation
Doing the automatic operation
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2.2 operation

Automatic operation
：

Press the AUTO button to get into the automatic ready status, press the START button to start

the automatic operation. But the following circumstances can't start working automatically:
・ The arm is not in the rising position;

・ The product confirmation is in the ON status;

・ The original point is not reset;

・ Before entering into the take-out action,automatic operation stop;

・ Press the START button again in automatic operation.

Origin return

Press the ORG button to get into the original point ready status, and press the START button to

start the original reset. In the following situations, however, the origina point reset can not be

conducted.

・ Full stop alarm and axis stop alarm occur;

・ The arm is inside the mould;

・ Mould outside standby mode is ON and mould unloading over is (X32) OFF;

・ The arm goes down to a position other than the take-out side and placement side.

Manual operation

Press the MANU button to get into the manual mode and simultaneously press the safety switch

and the manual operation key to conuct dthe manual (free) operation.

The screen is divided into manual operation/free operation/non-free and non-manual operation.

The screen available for manual operation

・ Initial screen

・ On the free operation screen, press the "manual" button

The screen available for free operation

・ Free operation screen

・ Position setting

・ stack screen

・ The screen on the instruction screen for axis setting

The non-free or manual operation screen

・ The xcreen other than the above-mentioned screen
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2.3 Menu screen

Press the main screen button to get into the main screen. Press the main screen button on any

screen back to the main screen.

The menu icon will change according to user's setting. For details about which, please refer to

[2-Level of User Operation Permission].

Menu screen (1)

Menu screen（2）

Menu screen（3）
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Item

No.
Names Purposes

1
Buttons on

each screen

Switch between different screens.

Configure various screen buttons according to each function group.

2
Teaching

Teaching ・ ・ ・ switch to automatic action editing screen.

Standard pack ・ ・ ・ switch to standard stack screen.

Free pack ・ ・ ・ switch to free stack screen.

3

Mode

selection:

Free operation・・・ switch to the free operation screen .

Position set・・・ switch to the position setting screen.

Counter ・・・ switch to the counter screen.

Mode ・・・ switch to the mode screen.

(For details on mode, please refer to the "List of mode")

Timer ・・・ switch to the timer screen.

(For timer setting, please refer to the “List of timer")

Pass ・・・ switch to the pass setting screen.

Acceleration setting ・・・ switch to acceleration setting screen.

4
Files:

Mould data loading・・・ switch to mold data loading screen.

File management・・・switch to file deletion, comparison, coverage

or group editing screen.

Storage information ・・・

5
Machine

Setting:

Mechanical parameters・・・ switch to the mechanical parameter

setting screen.

Soft limit・・・ switch to the soft limit setting screen.

External storage・・・ switch to the external storage (USB) setting

screen.

6
Monitor

display:

Production management・・・switch to the production management

screen.

Input and output state・・・ switch to the input and output screen.

Operation record・・・ switch to the operation record screen.

Alarm record・・・ switch to the alarm record screen.

Input/output record・・・switch to the input and output record screen.

7
System

Setting:

System setting・・・ switch to the system setting screen.

User switch・・・ switch to the user switching screen.

User setting・・・ switch to the user setting screen.

Maintenance ・・・ switch to the maintenance screen.

Version・・・ switch to the version management screen.
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2.4 System setting

On the main screen, press the "system setting" button to switch to the system setting screen.

The system setting includes the following information:

1. System; 2. User setting; 3. Password setting; 4. Version expression.

2.4.1 System

On this screen, a pop-up keyboard will appear, if an item is related with the digit and press the item

of ON/OFF, it will change between ON/OFF automatically. After the completion of setting, press the

"save" button to save. The setting will take effect immediately.

Item No. Items functions

1
AUTO(X48)

OFF ,stop

Molding machine automatic(X48) OFF getsON when

automatic movement is stopped.

2
Manipulator not in

use
Get on when the take-out machine is not in use.

4
Sys standby func

select
Other function selecttion

3

Injection molding

machine signal

types

select different types of injection molding machine

4 Time setting Set the sisplay time of the machine.

5 Screen saver time Set the closing time of the screen.

6 Screen brightness Set the display brightness of the screen.

7 MX axis origin

Get ON when the MX axis reset to the original point

towards the forward direction (only displayed when

the secondary arm is cylinde)
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8 S side cylinder style

Get ON When the upper/lower axis and upper/lower

axis on the S side is in a rocker style. (only displayed

when the secondary arm is cylinde)

9 Language switch Select languages.

2.4.2 User setting

On the system setting screen, press the "users setting" button to switch to the user setting screen.

Note: Only the system administrator has the right to do the operation.

Item No, Functions

①

Use the upper and lower button to switch the

(2) and (3) screen setting display.

② Screen button display item

③

The user level is displayed horizontally and

the operation screen is dispayed vertically.

The mark“√”shows that the operation is

allowed.
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2.4.3 Password setting

On the system setting screen, press the "password setting" button to switch to the passwordr

setting screen.

This function of this screen is to change the user's access password. To change a password, a

user shall first be required to enter into the initial password. The function of password setting should

be used carefully and with caution.
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2.4.4 Version expression

On the system setting screen, press the "version expression" button to switch to the version

expression screen.

On the menu screen, enter into the system setting and press the "version" button to display the

following screen which is used to browse the version information of various data that are being used

currently. After the file is downloaded, if the running or display is abnormal, a confirmation can be

made here to check if the data have been correctly downloaded to the controller.

Item No. Items Expression content

1 Expression Version information

2 Operator IPL Express the version information of the operator IPL.

3 Operator program Display the version information of the operator program.

4 Action IPL Display the version information of the action IPL

5 Action program Display the version information of the action program files

6 Screen data Display the version information of the screen data files

7 Axis data Display the version information of the axis data files

8 Program data Display the version information of the program data files

9 Information 1 Display the version of the information files

10 NCP Display the version information of the user program files.

Those usually require version changes or confirmatioin are four parts including screen data, axis data,

application data, and NCP.
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2.5 Maintenance screen

On the system setting screen, press down the 「maintenance」 button to switch to the following

display.

Maintenance screen expression description:

On the maintenance screen, press down④「Check List」to display a screen as follows:

Item No. Names Functions

① Machine name Display the name of the machine.

② Control Version Display the controller type.

③ Machine setting date The date when the machine is firstly put into operation.

④ Check list Display the items to be checked and record the inspection record.

⑤ Oiling information

Dispay the necessary degree of oiling according to the moving

distance of each axis. The oiling results can be used as history

records. And also express the accumulative distance of eache axis.

⑥ Return Return to the screen at the next higher level.
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Check List display expression:

On the maintenance screen, press down⑤「Oiling informaiton」 button to dispay the following

screens:

Item No. Names Expression contents

① Regular check list Display the contents of each item to be checked.

② Page feed/back Paging display.

③ Check completed After the checked contents have been confirmed, press this button.

④ Save
Press to save the check records. After saving operation, the check

date will be displayed in the loumn⑤.

⑤ Final check date
Items that have been checked will be marked with their check dates.

Unchecked items will be marked with * *.
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Oling information descritions:

2.6 External storage

On the main screen (within the system setting column), press the "external storage" button to

switch to the following screen and conduct data exchange between the U disk and the internal

storage.

Item No. Names Expression contents

1 Axis name Express the name of each axis.

② Oiling distance Display the walking distance after oiling.

③ Cumulative distance The walking distance of each axis

④ The last oiling date The date will be displayed after oiling operation is completed.

⑤ Oiling completed
Items that have been oiled will be marked with their check date.

Items that have not been oiled will be marked with * *.

⑥ Save

Press this botton to save the oiling records of this time. After

saving, the date of the last time will be displayted in column (4).

After saving, recalculate the oiling distance.
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Item No. Items Functions

1

Main body

→USB flash

disk

Conduct a file transfer process from main body→USB flash disk.

All transfer・・・ transmit all the user program, mould files, main body

setting data, machine setting data, information data,

name data, PLS data, history data.

Selective transfer ・・・ only transfer the selected files in the data

above-mentioned.

2

USB flash

disk → Main

body

Conduct a file transfer process from USB flash disk→main body.

All transfer ・・・ transmit all the user program, mould files, main body

setting data, machine setting data, information data,

name data, PLS data.

Selective transfer ・・・ only transfer the selected files in the data

above-mentioned.

Main body setting data and machine setting data are reflected when

the power supply is switched on.

3 Initialization
Flash memory initialization ・・・Conduct flash memory data initialization.

Buffer memory clearing・・・ clear backup RAM data.

4

Write

programs into

USB

Transfer the user program under the USB root directory "NCP" folder

tothe controller.

5

Read

programs

from USB

The temporary data within the controller will be written into USB root

directory "NCP" folder.

6 File saving Select

7 File reading Read one or more files in the USB and save them into the main body.

2.7 Storage information

On the system screen, press the "memory information" button to enter screen below and hereby

confirm the use codition of the internal storage.
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①「Internal storage capacity」: Display the usable total capacit in the internal memory.

②「File used field」: Mould data used capacity.

③「Other field」: The memory capacity used by other items

④「Gap capacity」: Unused memory capacity

2.8 User switching screen

On the system setting group screen, press the「User switch」button to switch to the screen below and

hereby conduct the current user login validation and change.

○

1 User login expression: Display the current logged-in user level.

○

2 User change button: Switch to the user at level 1 ~ 4.

○

3 Hidden user 5: Continue to press about 5s user 5 password interface will display.
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Click the user button and then input a 4-digit password on the digital input soft keyboard as shown in

the figure below:

User switching refers to switching between different user permissions in accordance with a user

switching process flow shown in the following table.

When users change the permissions:

1 The current files have been changed, when switching the user, prompt the user whether to save

the current file.

2 If no change, prompt the user to enter a password (in case of needing a password switching).

3 In case of①, select "yes" in the prompt, enter the screen for reading files.

4 Select "NO" and then enter the screen for inputting password (in case of needing a password

switching).

5 After saving operation, enter the screen for inputting password (in case of needing a password

switching).

6 If a correct password is input, immediately switch to a new user.

7 When the new user operational file attributes are different from the current file attributes, jump

to the file reading screen.

8 If the document is not found, constrainedly clear the temporary data.

9 When reading documents, if user switching leads to a problem of inconsistent attributes, a

prompt for repeating reading files will apperar.

10 Such as ⑨, in case that the use switch screen can return, or in case of "YES" or "NO", there

also is only "yes".

11 Select "YES", and jump to the file reading screen.

12 Select "NO" and return to the original user.

13 On the file reading screen, before the end of the reading files, no screen jumping can be

conducted (prompt in⑨ will appear once again).

14 When the backup is deleted, information will appear firstly to confirm whether or not the backup

has been deleted.

15 Select "yes" to delete the backup.

16 Select "NO" to return to original user.

After the power supply restart, make confirmation once again according to the above mentioned

steps.
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User switching flow chart
：
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2.9 Mode setting

On the instruction and setting group screen, press the "mode" button to switch to the following

screen. Select the required mode to make its corresponding action mode get ON.

2.9.1 Standard programmode

The selected function will be highlighted in yellow. For the details on the mode, please refer to the

「List of mode」.

To make selection, click on the corresponding mode, and to give up selection, click on the

same once again.

List of mode

Item No. Mode Functions

1 Inside lateral posture2 Selected when mold unloading is permitted after

take-out going upward lateral posture.

2 Posture standby If the jig is long or if there is an obstacle over the mould,

Selected when the aligning can be done only after the

mould unloading over.

3 Inside lateral posture Selected when mold loadin is permitted after take-out

going upward lateral posture.

4 Fixed mould take-out Selected when taking out products from the moulding

machine fixed side.

5 Defective product discharge Selected when the moulding machine has defective

product signal for distinguishing placement of defective

products.

6 Transverse out material

placing

Selected when opening stub bar on the transverse out

midway

7 Transverse in material

placing

Selected when opening stub bar on the transverse in

midway

8 Lateral posture placement Conduct lateral posture action firstly before the end

point going down placing finished product.

9 Products packing separately Selected when product is placed in a multipoint cycle

mode

10 Mould ouside standby Selected when the manipulator is standby on the

placemnet side.

11 Take-out go-down standby Selected when the manipulator is go-down standby on

the take-out side.

12 Fixed mould take-out Selected when the injection molding machine take0out

on the placement side.

13 Stub bar arm in use Selected when the stub bar arm is in use
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14 Secondary arm hold

confirmation use

Selected when the stub bar clamp detected

15 Medium plate detection not

in use

Selected when not detecte the injection molding

machine medium plate signal

16 Thimble in use Selected when the thimble action is in use

17 Thimble foreward limit in use Selected when the thimble is going foreward to its

position

18 Holder 1 in use Selected when holder 1 is in use

19 Holder 2 in use Selected when holder 2 is in use

20 Holder 1 confirmed in use Selected when holder 1 detection signal is in use

21 Holder 2 confirmed in use Selected when using holder 2 detection signal

22 Sorption 1 in use Selected when sorption 1 is in use

23 Sorption 2 in use Selected when sorption 2 is in use

24 Sorption 3 in use Selected when sorption 3 is in use

25 Sorption 4 in use Selected when sorption 4 is in use

26 Sorption 1 confirmed in use Selected when using sorption 1 detection signal

27 Sorption 2 confirmed in use Selected when using sorption 2 detection signal

28 Sorption 3 confirmed in use Selected when using sorption 3 detection signal

29 Sorption 4 confirmed in use Selected when using sorption 4 detection signal

2.9.2 Instruction programmode

The selected function will be highlighted in yellow. For the details on the mode, please refer to the

「List of mode」.

To make selection, click on the corresponding mode, and to give up selection, click on the

same once again.

List of mode

Item

No.

Mode Functions

1
Inside lateral

posture

Selected when mold unloading is permitted after take-out going upward

lateral posture.
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2 Posture standby
If the jig is long or if there is an obstacle over the mould, Selected when

the aligning can be done only after the mould unloading over.

3
Inside lateral

posture 2

Selected when mold loading is permitted after take-out going upward

lateral posture.

4
Defective product

discharge

Selected when the moulding machine has defective product signal for

distinguishing placement of defective products.

5
Take-out

go-down standby

Selected when the manipulator is go-down standby on the take-out

side.

6
Fixed mould

take-out

Selected when the injection molding machine take0out on the

placement side.

7

Medium plate

detection not in

use

Selected when not detecte the injection molding machine medium plate

signal

8

Door opening

go-down

permitted

Take-out side safety door opened, the manipulator mould inside still

allow go-down take-out.
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2.10 Manual operation

On the initial page, press the [manual] button to display the following screen. Manual operation can

give off action command for each axis alone.

After release the the interlocking of each action, manual operatioin through each button does not

relate to the model setting and axis position setting. Change to the axis free movement speed can

conduct subtle movements. Because there is no interlocking, be sure to ensure that the arm is at a

safety status when operating.

① ② ④ ⑤

Press the "Axis expression" button② to switch to the axis expression screen.

The far right buttons⑥ are a candidate list of manual action buttons (including total eight preset

actions) and user insert program buttons (user manual 01 ~ user manual16 ). Buttons 7 are paging

expression buttons. The basic operation is to press the safety switch and at the same time press the

action button to perform the desired action. To perform a user insert program, press the "user

manual" button⑥ to achieve the action. To perform a certian action, its corresponding mode should

be set as ON. When the action is in need to be monitored, press the "monitor switch" button.

The button④ is used for paging display of screen page⑧.

The current position shows the current value of all axises. In addition, the ON/OFF statuses of 「H」，

「OT」,「MB」,「ALM」,「INPOS」 and 「ENCODER」are also displayed.
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「H」: Original point sensor

「OT」: Out-of-limit sensor

「MB」: Manipulator brake sensor

「MB」 : Alarm output

「INPOS」 : Positioning over signals

「ENCODER」 : Encoder raw data

Manual operation can be free to move each axis. Press the "Axis switch" button②, to switch the

display of primary arm and secondary arm according to an order shown above.

Selected axises will be displayed in yellow, and thoese not selected will be displayed in skin color.

In manual operation, the axis running speed can be adjusted according to actual situation, with speed

in 5 levels.

1.「0.1」: Stepping move 0.1 mm

2.「1.0」: Stepping move 1.0 mm

3.「 」: Continuous movement at a low speed

4.「 」: Continuous movement at a moderate speed

5.「 」: Continuous movement at a high speed

At the end of manual operation, press the "Back" button⑤ to return to the initial screen.
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2.11 Position setting (used in standard programs)

On the instruction and setting group screen, press the「position set」button to switch to the screen as

follows, where it is possible to set the position and speed of each action of the machine.

① ② ⑦ ⑤

①「speed/position」: Speed/position switching display.

②「Operating axis switch」: Primary arm/Secondary arm switching display

③「Position memory」: Button for inputting the current value of free operation.

④「Page feed/back」: Paging display。

⑤「Return」: Return to the previous menu.

⑥「Current value」: The current position of each axis is displayed in the top row.

⑦「Page expression」Display the number of current pages/ total pages.

⑧「Point name」: Display name of each point.

⑨「Numerical setting zone」: The set points are displayed with numbers, and unset points are

displayed with "‐‐‐‐.‐".

Operation procedure for setting the position: when using the position memory

1. Press the "safety switch" and at the same time press the action key to move to the right

position.

2. Select the point desured to be set, as shown in the figure below. The name of the selected

point is displayed in green and the numerical part is displayed in light blue.

3. To set the numerical values of all axises, press the name section and then click the

「position memory」button, and the current position is set to that point. Just set the value of

when only the value of a particular axis is in need to be set, just click on the corresponding

position
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To manually input setting value:

Click the position in need to be set, the selected position to be input with the numerical value is

displayed in light blue. Through the keypad, input values between 0 and 20000, with the unit in

「mm」.

To set the speed,

Press the speed button to switch to the speed expression screen. Select the axis desired to be set,

as shown in the figure below, the selected position to be input with numerical value is displayed in

light blue.

Through the keypad, input values between 0 and 100 (the ratio of the maximum speed) and the unit

is "%", the proportion of the highest speed.
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2.12 Pass (used in standard programs)

On the mode selection group screen, press the「pass」button to switch to the screen as shown

below. Conduct the point pass setting. Set the distance remaining before before the end of the

movement. The set positions are six places:「finished product side go-down」,「finished product side

backward」,「S side down」,「S side backward」 (in case of 5 axises),「placement side tansverse」

and 「placement side up」.

① ③

2

① Display the setting place.

② The schematic diagram of the pass setting zone. The gray arrows indicate the direction, the

green bidirectional arrows indicate the setting distance, and the yellow arrow is the moving route after

setting.

③ Return to the previous menu.

Take the case of finished product side go-down as an example:

Set the point from which the product side arm on the go-down midway begins to go forward. For

example, when the go-down distance is 1000 mm, the pass setting is 400 mm, when the arm go

down to the distance of 600 mm from which it begin to go forward. As shown in the above figure on

the left, press the black setting box and then the display gets green, use the keypad to input the pass

value and then the cyan box will show the go-down distance before passing through.

The methods for the other five settings are the same. When the pass action is in use, the modes

reated to which are set as ON, with the associated timer as 0 seconds.
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2.13 Mechanical parameters

2.13.1 Split typemechanical parameter setting

1 The 「selector switch to」switches to (MANU) state.

2 On the main screen, press the 「mechanical parameters」button to switch to the mechanical

parameters screen.

3 Press the「back」button to return to the previous screen.

4 Press the 「initialization」button to let the setting value to become the initial value. The

initialization value needs to restart to take effect.

5 Press the 「save」button to save the setting data. The saved setting data will also need to

restart to take effect.

6 Display the names and the signal types of the current injection molding machines.

1. Press the machine name button or injection molding machine signal type button, and then

the machine name and injection molding machine type will switch over among various types.

2. The password setting shall be conducted according to the requirements for password input.

3. The changed contents will be saved after pressing the『save』button, which will need to

restart to take effect.

7 On the mechanical parameters screen, press the「up/down」paging button and click on to select

the setting item, using the soft keyboard to input values.

8 Press the「machine type selection」button to conduct the machine type configuration selection,

which will needs to restart to take effect.

9 Press the「drive parameters」button to conduct the driver related parameter setting, which need

to restart to take effect.
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Item

No.
Buttons Descriptions

1

Motor's one circle

distance

(0.01 mm)

Unit: 0.01mm
Set the the actual walking distance motor of the mechanism after the
motor rotates one circle.
(The walking distance corresponding to the motor's one circle)

2
Motor’s one circle

Number of pulses

Unit: Number of pulses

Set the number of pulses for the motor to rotate one circle

3
Original point reset

speed (％)

Unit: ％

The original reset speed setting when the current position is

unable to be confirmed(the position cannot be checked out) .

Make the setting according to the percentage of the maximum

speed of the motor (100%).

4
Free speed (low speed)

（％）

Unit : ％
All the speed settings when free operating (low speed).
Make the setting according to the percentage of the maximum speed
of the motor (100%).

5

Free speed (medium

speed)

（％）

Unit : ％
All the speed settings when free operating (medium speed).
Make the setting according to the percentage of the maximum speed
of the motor (100%).

6
Free speed (high speed)

（％）

Unit : ％
All the speed settings when free operating (high speed).
Make the setting according to the percentage of the maximum speed
of the motor (100%).

7
Maximum rotary number

(1 rmp unit)

Unit: circle
The setting of the revolutions per minutes corresponding to the
maximum speed of the motor

8
In place checking

(mm)
Set the in-place detection distance.

9

Maximum acceleration

and deceleration time

(0.01 seconds)

Unit: 10 ms
Set the maximum acceleration and deceleration time. In order to
achieve the maximum speed and deceleration stops, the speed will
change according to the setting time herein. The smaller the
numerical value is, the more obvious the speed changes.

10

Minimum acceleration

and deceleration time

(0.01 seconds)

Unit: 10 ms
Set the minimum acceleration and deceleration time. In order to
achieve the maximum speed and deceleration stops, the speed will
change according to the setting time herein. The smaller the
numerical value is, the more obvious the speed changes.

11
Oiling distance setting

(km unit setting)

Unit: 0.01 km

Set the walking distance to prompt the oiling information.

12
Original point correction

(0.1 mm)

Unit: mm
The setting will be made when the original point is in need to be
adjusted when the original point reset.
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2.13.2 Integrated typemechanical parameter setting

■ Machine type selection：

The method for machine type selection is the same as that for the split type. The integrated type

includes various axis’s drive, which will lead to the alarm information of “motor capacity and drive

capacity combination error” shen the drive’s capacity distribution mismatches the selected machine

type. The distribution of an integrated type from left to right is as follows

Machine type combination: Generally, the machine type combination contains a set of numbers

arranged as XX74474XX, where 74474’s order from left to right is just the line feed axis, prmary arm

fore and back axis, primary arm upper and lower axis, secondary arm fore and back axis, and

secondary arm upper and lower axis. The physical configuration combination must be consistent with

the selected machine type.

After program downloading is completed, if directly switching on the power suplly and getting into

the system, the controller inside will detect if there is the machine type and an alarm will generally

appear immediately after the program downloading is completed. Therefore, after program

downloading is completed, firstly enter the level 4; and after entering the menu screen, select the item

of 【mechanical parameters】, the above screen will appear, with the machine type display column at

the upper right corner, and press the up and down arrow to select the appropriate machine type; after

the machine type is selected, press【save】button and then enter the【mechanical parameters】screen,

by pressing the 【initialization】button and then once again switching on and switching off the power

supply, it is possible to eliminate the early warning screen. After the machine type has beem selected,

【machine type selection parameters】 screen, it is possible to see various axis motor capacities and

manufactuers of the machine type as well as the standard travel distance thereof.

■ Mechanical parameters: Please refer to the foregoing Section 2.13.1 - Split type mechanical

parameters setting column

■ Easy and simple setting for drive parameters:

There are many kinds of drive parameters, but, only a few particular parameters are in need to be

often adjusted. So, the parameter setting is divided into simple setting and detailed setting. Simple

setting parameters are a list of those in need to be ofren set and separated from the list of the detaied

setting parameters.
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Simple and easy setting

○

13

Tuning mode setting

Item

No.

Names Functions

① Axis selection switching Seect the axis desired to be seted and monitored.

② Paging up and down Page up and down

③ Initial value setting Initial value setting contained in the machine type.

④ Current setting value Display the current setting value.

⑤ Setting value
Setting column, enter the value and press the setting key to

take effect.

⑥ +，- key Make a fine-tuning of the setting value.

⑦ Setting key
In the setting column, enter setting value and then press this

key to take effect.

⑧ Cancellation key Cancel the setting value.

⑨ Automatic tuning gain 1 Monitor and set the value of the automatic tuning gain 1.

⑩ Automatic tuning gain 2 Monitor and set the value of the automatic tuning gain 2.

○

11 Inertia torque ratio Monitor and set the load inertia ratio

○

12 Manual tuning
All parameters are set completely in a manual mode【 this

mode is not recommended 】

○

13 Semi-automatic tuning
Semi-automatic tuning mode status is a status set at

ex-factory.

○

14 Automatic tuning
The inertia torque ratio setting is conducted as an initial

setting in the early phase

⑮ Tuning mode Select settings for various tuning modes.
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Setting Range： 0：Auto Tuning Mode 1：Semi-autoTuning Mode 2：Manual Tuning Mode

1 _13 Tuning mode (No PA1_13 symbols appear in the simple and easy setting, which will appear in

the detailed setting table)

Name: tuning mode

Setting range: 0: Automatic tuning mode 1: Semi-automatic tuning mode 2: Manual tuning mode

Initial values: 0

After the manipulator commissioning is completed: set as 1

・ Automatic tuning mode

When set as an automatic tuning mode, the parameter PA1-14 drive will internally, automatically

conduct a real-time measurement, and automatically set the most suitable inertia ratio. The main

functions of the automatic tuning mode is, at the beginning of the commission, when the right value

of above Item 11, the【inertia torque ratio】is not known, and is set as an automatic tuning mode, will

set the real-time setting of the measured【inertia torque ratio】into the parameters column, that is to

say the above Item 4 will always change until t is constant.

・ Semi-automatic tuning mode

When all parameters have been considered appropriate, the system should be switched to the

semi-automatic tuning mode for the parameter manual setting, saving the same, switching off the

power supply and restarting again to let the parameters take effect.

Each tuning mode shall limit the least parameters to be set, with automatic adjustment parameters as

shown below.

■ Simple and easy setting ------ Damping vibration control setting

Item No. Name Functions

① Damping

vibration

control setting

Damping vibration antiresonance cycle number setting

For each axis, there is a total of four damping vibration cycle

number, and the item currently used is only 0, while 1, 2 and 3

are for use in the future expansion. And only the item 0 is in

need to be set in the setting process; please refer to the

description hereinafter for specific how-to-set.
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■ Simple and easy setting ------Notch filtering setting

Item No Names Functions

① Adaptive

filtering

Set the adaptive rate wave function ON or OFF.

For details on setting, please refer to the description on parameters

hereinafter.

② Resonance

frequency filter

1，2

For details on setting, please refer to the description on parameters

hereinafter.

③ Setting time The motor’s actual operation usually lags behind the position

command to a certain extent. The setting time here is the time lag

when the motor stops, with an unit in ms.

④ Overshoot Display the overshoot, with an unit in【 1 】 pulse.
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■ Drive parameter detailed setting ----- Click the detailed setting to enter the parameter

detailed setting screen; see the table (Table 2) below for specific information.

No. Names
Conditions
for take
effect

Initial
value

Range Units Setting key points

PA1-02
INC/ABS

System selection
Restart 0 0~1

PA1-04
Turning direction

switching
Restart 0 0~1

Make an adjustment

when the motor rotation

direction is wrong

PA1-06
Electronic gear ratio

numerator
Real time 16 1~4194304

PA1-07
Electronic gear ratio

denominator
Real time 1 1~4194304

PA1-13 Tuning mode Real time 0 0~2

0 stands for automatic, 1

stands for

semi-automatic, 2 stands

for manual.

the ,anipulator is set as 1

when ex-the factory

PA1-14
Load inertia torque

ratio
Real time 30.0 0.0~300.0 Times

PA1-15
Automatic tuning

gain 1
Real time 12 1~40

PA1-25
Maximum turning

speed
Real time 6000.0 0.01~6000.0

rpm

The controller's capacity

value that can driving the

maximum speed of the

motor. The actual

maximum speed is set in

the maximum turning

number of the machine

setting parameters

PA1-30 0 speed range Real time 50
10~maximum

turning number

rpm

PA1-32

Deviation 0 speed

range/positioning

over range

Real time 100 0~200000 Pusle

PA1-70
Notch filter

selection
Real time 1 0~1

0 means automatic

detection, 1 means

setting value effective

PA1-78

Damping vibration

antiresonance

frequency number 0

Real time 300.0 1~300.0 Hz

The vibration

suppression when stop

is effective and the

setting should be made

after actual
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measurement

PA1-80

Damping vibration

antiresonance

frequency number 1

Real time 300.0 1~300.0 Hz
Invalid currently and

temporarily

PA1-82

Damping vibration

antiresonance

frequency 2

Real time 300.0 1~300.0 Hz
Invalid currently and

temporarily

PA1-84

Damping vibration

antiresonance

frequency 3

Real time 300.0 1~300.0 Hz
Invalid currently and

temporarily

PA2-44

Retrogradation over

load forecast

detection value

Real time 95 %

PA2-45

Insufficient voltage

forecast detection

value

Real time 240 150~280 V

PA2-46

Motor overheating

forecast detection

value

Real time 90 60~100 %

PA2-47
Braking function

effective/invalid
Real time 0 0~1

PA2-48
Deviation

out-of-limit range 2
Real time 0 0~5

PA2-61

Action timing

sequence when

servo is ON - OFF

Restart 4 0~5

PA2-62

Action timing

sequence when

alarms occur

Restart 0 0~5

PA2-63

Action timing

sequence when

main power supply

is OFF

Restart 0 0~5

PA2-64
Action time of the

brake
Real time 0 0.00~9.99 sec

PA2-65
Retrogradation

resistance selection
Restart 0 0~1

set as 1 when connected

with retrogradation and

set as 0 when not

connected with

retrogradation

PA2-69

Deviation out-of

the-limit detection

value

Real time 15.0 0.1~100.0
Rev

PA2-95
Speed out-of-limit

detection value
Real time 50 0~1000 %
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PA3-79

Retrogradation

impedance values

setting

Real time 3.9 3.9~160.0 Ω

Retrogradation

resistance impedance

value setting

PA3-80

Retrogradation

impedance power

setting

Real time 1 1~5000 W

Retrogradation

resistance capacity

setting

PA3-81
Monitor 1 signal

distribution
Real time 2 1~16

PA3-82
Monitor 2 signal

distribution
Real time 3 1~16

PA3-83 Monitor 1 ratio Real time 7.0 2.0~100.0

PA3-84 Monitor 1 offset Real time 0 -50~50

PA3-85 Monitor 2 ratio Real time 6.0 2.0~100.0 V

PA3-86 Monitor 2 offset Real time 0 -50-50
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■ Waveform monitoring

The speeds and torques of all axis can be monitored by waveform. The waveform has been a real

time display, and can be monitored and ontrolled through the above display button.

① Waveform start/stop capturing

②Asix switching

③ Abscissa display time enlarging or shrinking

④ Waveform coordinate display area

■ Digital monitoring

The maximum value, maximum torque, maximum deviation and inertia torque ratio of all axises can

be monitored and controlled on the screen. With the exception of the inertia torque rotio, all other

values are to retain/keep the maximum value; to clean up the maximum retention value, press the

"reset" button in the upper right corner.
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2.14 Timer

Press the "timer" button on the menu screen to switch to the following screen to set the timer,

that is, to set each position and the time between the steps. The timer can also be set in automatic

operation.

①

Press bottons marked with① to switch and select the timer type and press bottons marked with

②, when the timer that has been set is selected, it will be displayed ingreen, and at the same time, a

keypad will pop up; enter a numbers between 0 and 99.99, with the unit in second.
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④

⑤

In addition, when the timer is started up (ON), as shown in ⑤ in the above figure, [T] * * is

shown in red word. When the timer’s time is up, as shown in ④, [T * * names] will all be displayed in

red word.

List of timers

Standard timers:

Timer Names Descriptions

T1
Ejection startup

delay

When go-down starts, T1 is initiated; whet the time is up, the ejector

forward instruction gets ON.

T2 Ejection action time

When the thimble to-forward limit is in use, X50 gets ON; when not in

use, Y39 gets ON. At this moment, the timer starts up, when the time is

up, the go-forward action is over.

T3 Posture action time
When the posture action starts, the timing begins; when T3 time is up,

proceed to the next action.

T4 Posture reset time
When the aligning action starts, the timing begins, when T4 time is up,

proceed to the next action.

T5
Mould release agent

spray begins
Set the delay time before the beginning of the mould release spraying.

T6
Mould release agent

spray keeping

Set the mould release agent spraying time.after the arm reach the

upper position, constrainedly stop the spraying.

T7
Secondary arm

go-down over

When the secondary arm go-down action starts, the timing begins;

after T7 time is up, proceed to the next action.

T8
Secondary arm

go-forward over

When the secondary arm go-forward action starts, the timing begins;

after T8 time is up, proceed to the next action.

T9 Clamp closed
Signal monitoring time after the completion of the clamp's action,

effective to the clamps.

T10
Secondary arm

rising over

When the secondary arm rising action starts, the timing begins, after

T10 time is up, proceed to the next action.

T11
Secondary arm stub

bar closing time

When the secondary clamp action starts, the timing begins, after T11

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T12 Clamp opening
When the final clamp is open, the timer’s time is up, and the finished

product clamp opening action is over.
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T14
Secondary arm

retreat over

When the secondary arm retreat action starts, the timing begins; after

T8 time is up, proceed to the next action.

T15
Secondary arm stub

bar opening time

When the secondary clamp action starts, the timing begins; after T11

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T16
Conveyor belt

keeping
Set the keeping time of the conveyor belt startup

T17 Rotary action time
When the rotary action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time is up,

proceed to the next action.

T18 Rotary reset time
When the rotary reset action starts, the timing begins; after T4 time is

up, proceed to the next action.

T27
Primary arm stub bar

closing delay
Adjust the runnerl clamp closing time

T28
Holder 1 opening

delay

When the hold 1 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time

is up, proceed to the next action.

T29
Holder 2 opening

delay

When the hold 2 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time

is up, proceed to the next action.

T30
Holder 3 opening

delay

When the hold 3 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time

is up, proceed to the next action.

T31
Holder 4 opening

delay

When the hold 4 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time

is up, proceed to the next action.

T32
Sorption 1 opening

delay

When the sorption 1 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T33
Sorption 2 opening

delay

When the sorption 2 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T34
Sorption 3 opening

delay

When the sorption 3 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T35
Sorption 4 opening

delay

When the sorption 4 opening action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T36
Holder 1 closing

delay

When the hold 1 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time is

up, proceed to the next action.

T37
Holder 2 closing

delay

When the hold 2 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time is

up, proceed to the next action.

T38
Holder 3 closing

delay

When the hold 3 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time is

up, proceed to the next action.

T39
Holder 4 closing

delay

When the hold 4 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3 time is

up, proceed to the next action.

T40
Sorption 1 closing

delay

When the sorption 1 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T41
Sorption 2 closing

delay

When the sorption 2 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T42
Sorption 3 closing

delay

When the sorption 3 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.

T43
Sorption 4 closing

delay

When the sorption 3 closing action starts, the timing begins; after T3

time is up, proceed to the next action.
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Monitoring timer:

T49

Mould unloading

over

(X46)OFF

monitoring

Output molding instructions to the injection moulding machine; when

the time is up, the mould unloading is over; when there is no OFF, the

alarm 10 is given off.

T50

mould unloading and

mould loading OFF

minitoring

Output molding instructions to the injection moulding machine; when

the time is up, the mould unloading is over; when there is no OFF after

mould loading, the alarm 11 is given off.

T51

Mould loading

monitoring

(molding time

monitoring)

Output molding instructions to the injection moulding machine; when

the mould loading is over , get ON, and the time is up; when there is no

ON after mould unloading, the alarm 12 is given off.

T52
Allowing moulding

keeping

Delay time from mould unloading over (X46)ON to allowing moulding

(Y34)OFF

T53
Moulding start

keeping

The time allowing molding (Y34) ON when the injection molding

machine is in a Japanese style.

T54
Allowing mould

unloading keeping

Delay time from mould unloading over (X45)ON to allowing moulding

(Y36)OFF

T55
Posture action

monitoring
Lateral posture group monitoring time

T56

Secondary arm

upper position ON

monitoring

The monitoring time when Y25 output is OFF and the secondary arm

upper position signal X07 is ON

T57

Secondary arm

upper position OFF

monitoring

The monitoring time when Y25 output is ON and the secondary arm

upper position signal X07 is OFF.

T58
Rotary action

monitoring
Rotation group monitoring time

T59

Secondary arm

retreat signal ON

monitoring

The monitoring time when the S side retreat output (Y28) is OFF and

the retreat signal is ON

T60

Secondary arm

retreat signal OFF

monitoring

The monitoring time when the S side retreat output (Y28) is ON and the

retreat signal is OFF

T61

Thimble go-forward

in position signal

monitoring

The signal monitoring time when the thimble go-forward output is On

and the thimble go-forward in position.
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User timer：

2.15 Counter

On the menu screen, press the "counter" button in the mode selection group to switch to the following

screen. On this screen, set the the counters of various actions and reset the counter values.

T81 User timer 1 User-defined timer

T82 User timer 2 User-defined timer

T83 User timer 3 User-defined timer

T84 User timer 4 User-defined timer

T85 User timer 5 User-defined timer

T86 User timer 6 User-defined timer

T87 User timer7 User-defined timer

T88 User timer8 User-defined timer

T89 User timer9 User-defined timer

T90 User timer 10 User-defined timer

T91 User timer11 User-defined timer

T92 User timer12 User-defined timer

T93 User timer13 User-defined timer

T94 User timer14 User-defined timer

T95 User timer15 User-defined timer

T96 User timer16 User-defined timer

T97 User timer17 User-defined timer

T98 User timer18 User-defined timer

T99 User timer19 User-defined timer

T100 User timer20 User-defined timer
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Counter screen expression:

Item

No.

Display contents Descriptions

① Total counter Display the total number of products taken out.

②

Counter

（Starting from the

left column）

Name

column
Display the name of the counter.

Count

value
Display the current value of the counter.

③ Reset

Counter numerical value reset.

Automatic operation: Before manual operation, confirm the

counter’s value, and reset if necessary.

It is possible to reset in both manual operation and automatic

operation.

④

Number key

window

According to the selection operation setting, set the reserved

counter’s value.

Click on the black zone, and use the he keypad to input

values.

The reserved counter’s value can only be set in manual mode

⑤ Return Return to the previous menu.
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2.16 Acceleration setting

Item No. Descriptions

① Set all the acceleration; 100% is the acceleration set by (2) and (3).

② Set the acceleration of each axis

③ Set the acceleration when the movement is based on the correction command.

④ The time needed for the speed in each section is displayed at the right.
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2.17 Machine setting

2.17.1 Maximum value

Turn the "selection" switch to (MANU).

On the menu screen, click the "maximum value" button to switch to the maximum value screen.

Item No. Names Purposes

① Axis position

memory button

Directly press the corresponding buttons for position

memory operation

② Current value Display the cuurent position of each axis.

③ Maximum value Set the maximum moving distance of each axis.

④ The original

poing and limit

of each axis

Dispay the original poing, limit and current status of

each axis

⑤

I/O display Display the manipulator’s upper position signal and zone

position
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2.17.2 Movable zone setting

Item

No.

Name Purpose

①

Express the screen
name

Describe the current screen functions

②

Axis position
memory button

Directly press the corresponding button for position memory operation

③

Current position
display

Display the current value of each axis.

④

Movable zone
setting

Take-out side setting
zone(maximum value and
minimum, minimum)

Set the allowed movement range of each
arm axis when taking out finished product
inside the mould. MZ axis and SZ axis have
no minimum value settings

Placement side setting
zone
(maximum value and
minimum, minimum value)

Set the allowed moving range when the
placement side release finished products.
MZ axis and SZ axis have no minimum
value settings

Go-down standby zone,
MZ axis
(maximum value)

The maximum position when the MZ axis
can go down in go-down standby

Go-down standby zone,
SZ axis
(maximum value)

The maximum position when the SZ axis
can go down in go-down standby
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2.18 Program editing

2.18.1 Instruction initial screen

In the main screen, press the "Instruction" button to switch to the screen below for automatic action

editing.

Page feeding:

In case of new setup: press the "new program" button.

The serial number will be automatically generated. (Starting from the smallest

number that has never been used)

In case of non-new setup: select the number of the program in need to be edited.

Delete: After pressing the "program delete" button, select the program to be deleted. Prompt

confirmation information before deletion. After deletion, the serial number of the program will

be displayed as unused.
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2.18.2 Program editing screen components
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Item

No.
Names Functions

1 Program step number The line number where the current line program is

2

Program instruction

expression
Instruction expression

3

Program function

expression
Action expression of program completion

4 One-step operation Manual one-step forward and one-step back operation

5

Program confirmation

revision

Change Confirmation after the program editing

completion

6

Editing completion and

return
Return and exit after of editing completion

7 Page feeding Program page feeding

8 Line feeding Program line feeding

9 Insert program line Insert one or more line of programs

10 Delete program line Delete one or more line of programs

11 Instruction set Collect commonly used commands

12 Help Helpful tips for instruction information

13 Hide button
Hide the instruction set screen display (hidden when

pressed down )

14 Cancellation Cancel instruction inserting

15 Primary arm switching
In axis moving operation, press this button to switch to

the primary arm

16

Secondary arm

switching

In axis moving operation, press this button to switch to

the secondary arm

17 Program label program label editing place

○

18 Manual Operation Button Manual operation screen for the operation of all IO
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※ On the screen expression, there is end-user oriented "Basic instruction expression" and

manufacturer oriented "Extended instruction expression" for. Press the upper button ④ to switch the

"Basic instruction expression"/ "Extended instruction expression". The types of iInstruction that can

be input under two modes are different.

※ On the user setting screen, when the "extened instruction button" is set as "OFF", the switch

button is not displayed. In addition, by setting user, set the "Extended instruction expression" to set

the default display status.
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2.18.3 Instructions editing method

The specific meaning of each instruction is described in detail in the [Appendix I: Command List]

detailed description. Please refer to the same for details.

Linear movement instruction

Item

No.
Names Functions

① Asix selection To select an operational axis

② Position input
To set the targeted position of the

moving axis, with an unit in mm

③ Speed input
To set the speed of the moving axis,

with an unit in % for speed

④ All speed All speeds for setting free operation

⑤ Position memory
To set the current position into the

selected axis

⑥ Arm selection
Switch between primary arm and

secondary arm
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External output instructions

To select external output instructions, as shown on the screen on the left, select the output point

from type①, and press 『▲』『▼』keys to change pages.

During the plural output, press the②「and（，）」 key to continuously input instructions. Press the

"decide" after instruction input is completed.

Press the "cancel" key to cancel the input one by one.
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Condition waiting instructions

Condition waiting instructions includes four types: direct time waiting, timer waiting, axis completion

waiting and input waiting.

The foregoing is introduced one by one below.

■Condition waiting - delay waiting (direct input time)

After ① is selected, directly enter the time needed to be delayed by the numeric key, and then

press the "decide " to confirm the input instructions.

■ Condition waiting - delay waiting (by means of the timer)
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In ①, select the type of the timer; in ② timer, select the specified timer, and the yellow means

selected. Press the "decide" button to confirm the input instructions; press the "cancel" button to

cancel the instructions input.

■Condition waiting – Waiting all axises over (by means of the timer)

“Waiting all axis overes” meaning: Have to wait for all servo axis operation completed before the

next program is conducted.

Select the “Waiting all axises over”, with the yellow meaning selected. Press the "decide" button to

confirm the input instructions, and press the "cancel" button to cancel the instructions input.

■ Condition waiting——input waiting

① is the first order type, including 8 selectable items.

② is the second order type, including N selecta items

③ is the final selected item, including N selecta items

The user can find input conditions by means of order-based access.
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To increase input conditions, press (4) "and (,)" or "or "is to achieve continuous input.

After the instructions input is completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs one by one.

Axis control is used for instructions of each axis movement control and thus should be careful while

using it.

After the instructions input is completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs.
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Jump instruction

Jump instruction includes four types: call, conditional call, return, jump, conditional jump, start

program.

Description on the foregoing will be made hereinafter one by one.

■ Jump—— Call

① To set up a new program number that is called, press ① and then use the the numeric keys to

input a program number.

② Select a programs that has already existed in the system; after the instruction input has been

completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" button to cancel the input.
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■ Jump——Conditional call

① is the first order type, including 8 selectable items.

② is the second order type, including N selecta items

③ is the final selected item, including N selecta items

Select the condition ON/OFF; press③「and（，）」to increase the conditional input or press 「or」to

achieve a continuous input

After the conditional selection is completed, click on the GOSUB in④ to jump into the above screen,

and then select a program number. For specific operation method, please refer to [Jump - Call].
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After the instructions input is completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs.

■ Jump——return

Click on the "return" button to select the return instruction, and press the "decide" button after the

instruction input is completed.

■ Jump——Jump
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Click the "jump" button to select the jump instruction and switch to the screen on the right. Click on

the "new" to set up a new label; it is also possible to select some existing labels directly. After the

instructions input is completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" key to cancel the inputs.

■ Jump——Conditional jump

Please refer to the editing methods for [Jump——Conditional call] and [Jump——Conditional

jump].

■ Jump——Program startup

■ Select 『Program startup』 or 『Program stop』to jump to the screen below.
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The screen jumps to the above screen and then a program number or set up a new program may be

selected. For specific operation method, please refer to [Jump——Call].

After the instructions input is completed, press the "decide"; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs.

Convenience function

The convenience function includes seven types: injection molding machine control, jug, laterall

posture group control, standard stack, free stack, rotation group control and secondary clamp control.

The foregoing will be introduced one by one as follows.

■ Convenience function - injection molding machine control
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Select the instruction as required by the function and then press directly the "decide" button to

complete the editing.

■ Convenience function——Jig

The jig includes the operation of primary arm hold 1-hold 4, primary arm absorb 1- absorb 4 and

secondary arm clamp.

Primary arm jig editing screen Secondary arm clamp editing screen

① Select the the required jig, with the yellow meaning the selected state. At the same time when

selected, the signal confirmation will also be defaulted as selected.

② Select the jig signal to confirm the selection, with the red circle meaning selected.

③ Secondary arm clamp delay time setting

④Secondary arm clamp confirmation selection, with the yellow meaning selected.

After the instructions input are completed, press the "decide" key; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs.
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■ Convenience function - Lateral posture group control

Lateral posture action editing screen Aligning action editing screen

Select the "Aligning /Lateral posture" instruction to show the screen as above and input the timer

values.

After the instruction input is completed, press the "decide" key; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

inputs.
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■ Convenience function - standard stack

The standard stack includes 8 stacks as shown in the the following screen.

After the screen setting is completed, press the "decide" key; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

setting.
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■ Convenience function - free stack

Item

No.
Names Functions

① Stack number Display the currently used stack number

②

Position

memory
current servo memory memory

③ Current position Current location servo

④

Starting

position
Set the starting position of a stack

⑤

Full reset Reset the values of the current counters of the stack 1-8

Reset
Reset the current stack’s counter value and keep pressing for a period of time

will reset the starting position, all timer’s values and spacing

⑥ Sequence Set the stack sequence

⑦

Function using

button
In stacking, use the lateral positure, with the selected getting gray

⑧

Medium

slowdown

position

slowdown moving distance and speed when the placement side goes down,

⑨

Placement

rising position

The distance on the rising midway after the placememnt side goes down and

place materials ( effective when multipoint placement)
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After the screen setting is completed, press the "decide" key; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

setting.

■ Convenience functions - rotation group control

For the editing method of rotating group control instruction, please refer to ”Convenient function –

Lateral posture group control.

■Convenient function – Secondary clamp control

Additional control will be effective only when the secondary arm is controlled by a cylinder, including

secondary arm up and down, forward and backward action control.

Item

No.
Names Functions

①

Position memory Current servo position memory, by clicking on the corresponding button to

memory the position

② Current position Current servo position

③ Correction value Servo axis correction value

④ Speed Speed for free stack, set in %

⑤ FP001
The stack position of each axis（ The number of positions will be decided

according to the stack number in⑥, from FP001-FP200）

⑥

Current stack

number
The current stacked number

Stack number Set the required stack number

⑦

Full reset Reset the values of the current counters of the stack 1-4

Reset
Reset the current stack’s counter value and keep pressing for a period of time

will reset the starting position, all timer’s values and spacing
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After the instruction input is completed, press the "decide" key; press the "cancel" key to cancel the

input.

Select the "Secondary arm retreat" instruction to show a screen as above and input the timer values.

The other action instructions of the secondary arm are the same as the foregoing.
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2.19 Files

2.19.1 File management

On the file screen, press [File management] button to switch to the following screen and conduct

management on the data in use and the mould data saved in the internal storage.

① ② ③

④

The above screen① incudes five selectable operating buttons for operation of [read file], [new file

save as], [delete], [comparison] and [cover].

The button② in the above screen is for page turning; the zone④ for the storage of files, including

types of file, file NO, date and file names. Click to select a file, with the selected one displayed in

green display, and then select the button① to conduct corresponding operation.

Note: The above① incudes five selectable operating buttons, with the [read file] button and

[ comparison] button displayed only for a user at level 1.
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To delete the mould data, select the "Delete" button. Click on the [Yes] button to confirm the deletion,

and automatically return to the file management screen after the operation is completed.

Click on the [Comparison] button to compare and find if there is any change to the files. Comparison

results as shown in the above screen will be displayed. If the comparison results are consistent, the

displayed information will be “comparison consistent” and if the comparison results are not consistent,

the displayed information will be “comparison inconsistent”. Click the "return" button to return to file

management screen.

Select the "cover" Button to cover the existing saved data, select the [Yes] button to perform the

operation. Automatically return to the file management screen after the operation is completed.
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2.19.2 New rules establishment

1. To establish/write a new program, press the [new file save as] button.

2. To add any remarks, press the remark column and enter comments.

3. To change any attributes, press the “attributes change” button.

4. Click the [save] button to saves the file into the internal memory.

Input English letter or marks for name a file. After the in put has been confirmed, press the [Decide]

key.
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2.19.3 Read out files

On the file management screen, press the "read our file" button to switch to the following screen, and

then read the saved mould data.

Select the file to in need to be read, and click on the [Read out file] button.

Complete the file loading operation and then return to the previous screen.
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2.20 Monitoring display

2.20.1 Production management

On the automatic operation screen, select the "Production management" button,then touch the

screen to switch to the production management screen.
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The names on the screen descriptions are described in the following table:

Click on an item to be set, use the keypad on the right side to input number.

The items that can be set are three black display zones: "take-out number", "scheduled number"

and "time before advance notice ".

Item

No.
Names Functions

① Return Return to the previous screen

② Reset
Reset the take-out times，current production number, defective

product number, moulding time.

③ Moulding time Measure the moulding time

④

1-time take-out

number

The number of products that can be moulded in one time inside the

model(mould)

⑤ Take-out times Express the times of taking out finished products

⑥

Scheduled

production number

Available for entering scheduled number of products to be produced

⑦

Current production

number

Display the take-out number of finished products.

Excluding the number of defective products

⑧

Yield rate

（achieving

rate） %

The achieved percentage relative to the scheduled production

number.

Yield rate = Production number ÷ Scheduled production number

⑨

Defective product

number

The number of finished product released at the defective product

position.

⑩ Defective rate %

The percentage of defective products in the taken out finished

products. Defective rate = Take-out number÷ (One-time finished

product number + take-out number+discharged number)

⑪

Time before

forecast notice

The forecast time of the production end moment given out in advance

of production end.

⑫ Expected end time
The scheduled time of production end based on the current production

rate.
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Press the "One-time take-out number" zone, with the selected zone displayed ingreen and a pop-up

keypad (as shown on the above screen). Enter digits from1 to 255. This setting can also be made in

operation. At this moment, button③「.」and 「±」are invalid.

Press the "Scheduled production number" botton, with the selected zone displayed in green and a

pop-up keypad (as shown on the above screen). Enter digits from 1 to 9999999. This setting setting

can also be made in operation. Similarly, the button③「.」and 「±」are invalid.

Press the "Time before forecast notice" botton, with the selected zone displayed in green and a

pop-up keypad (as shown on the above screen). Enter digits from 1 to 99. This setting setting can

also be made in operation.
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.

Press the [Reset] button② to display the above screen. Click on the [Yes] button to clear the

take-out times, current production number, defective product number and moulding time.
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2.20.2 I/O status

On IO and record screen, press the [I/O status] button to switch to the following screen to hereby

confirm each IO point and internal storage condition, which can also be displayed in operation.

By means the buttons in①, it is possible to look over and check the IO status of the take-out

machine 1, take-out machine 2 and injection molding machine, with the IO points as ON and the

internal data thereof displayed in yellow, and IO points as OFF and internal data thereof displayed in

grey, as shown in②.
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2.20.3 Operation record

On the production management group screen, press the operations record] button to switch to the

following screen, where the operations that have been implemented will be displayed, with the

displayed contents such as power supply ON/OFF, errors in manual operation, setting value change

and other record. Use “page feed/back” key to turn pages.

Press the "manual/operation" button to display manual operation record. Confirm the contents and

the execution time of operation.

Press the "setting" button to display the records operated by the setting values. Confirm the setting

contents and the the setting time.
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Press the "Memory" button to save the operation records to the internal storage. In the pop-up dialog

box as above, select "Yes" button to perform the savie operation. After the operation is completed,

return to the previous screen.
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2.20.4 Alarm record

In the production management group, press the [Alarm record] button to display the following screen.

On the alarm record screen, the two label "usual alarm" and "system alarm" can be switched

from each other for display, using the “Page feed/back” key to turn the pages for display, where it is

possible to view the latest 30 items of alarm occurring currently and to confirm the happening time

and trend of the alarm.
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2.21 Help information screen

On each screen, press the "Help" button to find the help/prompt information for each screen.

Taking the menu screen as an example, press the "Help" button to display the information reated to

each menu item:

Press the "Page feed/back" key to display the previous or the next page.

At the end of the reading, press the [ ] button to return to the original screen
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2.22 Error message function

When an abnormal operation has been conducted, the system will prompt an error message and ban

the current operation!

Please see the appendix for the error descriptions.

2.23 Alarm information

When switching on the power supply, if an exception occurs in the system in the course of manual

operation or automatic operation, stop the current operation status. As shown in the screen below:

Please see the appendix for the alarm descriptions.
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3. Download screen descriptions

3.1 System upgrade：

① Download the updated programs to a position under the root directory in the USB flash disk, as

shown in the screen below:

The five-axis instruction standard program is shown on the screen; if required to be changed to

three-axis, please copy the file [TRC1000C.DOP] inside the "three axis" to a position under the root

directory and replace the current file [TRC1000C.DOP].

② In a power-off status, insert the USB flash disk into the controller’s USB interface;

③ Switch on the power supply and start up, and at the same time, press the [Menu] button and the

“START/STOP” button to enter the download mode( taking the five axis as an example);

④ Press the [DOWNLOAD] button to display the [YES] button; press the [YES] button to begin the
downloading operation;
⑤ At the end of downloading, when the information [DOWNLOAD COMPLETE] appears, turn off the
power supply and pull out the USB flash disk;
⑥ Turn on the power supply and restart, once again, enter the download page, select the [BACKUP
CLEAR] key to clear the data, click on the blank area on the screen to return to the previous page and
at the same time press the button [?] And [↑] to remove all the parameters in the system, shut down
and restart;
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⑦ Insert the USB flash disk into the man-machine USB interface, log in User 4, input password 5817,
select [menu] → [external memory], select [program write-in] to display the following screen, click on
the [* * * *. The NCP], and write in and implement [YES], as shown in the following screen:

⑧ At the end of writing in, click on the [Back] button to return to the menu interface, click the [File

management] button to select new [New file save as] button, with a file-saving screen as follows:

Select the [New file save as] button and then switch to the screen setting screen：
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1) Among Users 5, set up file 99, with a file name [ALFAROBOT], click on the “Attributes change” to

get the "Instructio program", click on the [Privilege], save the file to complete the operation. (this file is

only to be used as the underlying use)

2) Set up file 2, with a file name [/ * * / * * * * * *] (the date of the same day, such as 20130501),

attributes changed to instruction program, and privilege not used. (this file is used for debugging and

machine trialrun)

In addition, the external memory read [program], used to export the data from the current staging to

USB, click on the [reading] in the following pages, select the "decision" or directly after the rename

option "decision".
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Appendix A: Instruction list

Item

No.
Names Instruction contents Meanings

1 Axis movement
Axis movement（Over

waiting type）

To make an instruction to axis movement. The selected

axis’s movement must be over/complete before the next

instruction execution.

2 Axis movement P

Axis movement

（Over not waiting

type）

To make an instruction to axis movement. The selected

axis move to the targeted position, without waiting for

action over/complete before a next instruction execution.

(Not waiting for movement over).

3 Axis reset

Original point

reset(Over waiting

type)

To make an instruction to axis original point reset. If an

axis whose axis original point has been reset is selected,

the axis will execute original point reset. The next

processing will not be executed until movement is

over/complete.

4 Axis reset P

Original point

reset(Over not

waiting type)

T To make an instruction to axis original point reset. If an

axis whose axis original point has been reset is selected,

the axis will execute original point reset. Immediately

after an instruction is given out, the next processing is

executed. (Not waiting for original point reset is

over/complete).

5 Axis stop Axis stop
To make an instruction to axis stop. if an axis is selected,

the selected axis will stop.

6 Axis PASS Movement over pass

To make an instruction to axis executing pass action.

Usually, setting is made before axis moves (before MOVE

instruction), after pass action over, axis gets OFF. Before

OFF, use the same amount of pass, when OFF, all axises

are all OFF.

7 Axis acceleration Axis deceleration

To set axis’s deceleration. At the same time when it is ON,

the set deceleration value is effective, the set deceleration

value after ON is invalid.

8
Axis movement

D

Axis direct instruction

（over waiting type）

To make an instruction to axis movement. Select the axis

and position desired to be moved, and the selected axis

will move to the position. After movement is

over/complete, the next processing is executed. Directly

input the position value desired to be reached by moving ,

the instruction value set here can be recorded as an action

program, and later , a same action can be executed

according to the set instruction.
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9
Axis movement

PD

Axis direct instruction

（over not waiting

type）

To make an instruction to axis movement. Select the axis

and position desired to be moved, and the selected axis

will move to the position. Directly input the position value

desired to be reached by moving, the instruction value set

here can be recorded as an action program, and later, a

same action can be executed according to the set

instruction. (Not waiting for the xis movment is

over/complete

10 Output
Internal memory

operation

To utput of the ON/OFF status of the internal memory.

Once set as ON/OFF, the status is kept. ON/OFF can be

output only at the setting time.

11 External output External output
To output the ON/OFF status of the internal memory. The

memory will be ON within a scan cycle only.

12
Conditional

waiting
Conditional waiting

An instruction let step stop before the establishment of the

conditions. It is possible to set the ON/OFF of all I/O

(including output, memory). It is possible to set a code’s (8

bits) consistence, inconsistence, size comparison, step

stop before the establishment of the conditions.

13 Delay Delay

If POS is set in the aperand, then the step will stop before

before the axis’s movement over gets ON. It is possible to

set a variable timer’s serial number (only the unused),

fixed value, POS.

14 Counter＋１ Counter＋１
Counter plus 1 instruction. It is possible to set the counter

(INC)

15 CounterRST Counter reset
Counter reset (initial value = 0) instruction. (initial value =

0) It is possible to set the counter (CLR)

16 Memory＋１ Memory＋１ Memory code plus 1 instruction

17 Memory－１ Memory－１ Memory code minus 1 instruction

18
Unconditional

divergency

Unconditional label

transfer

To unconditionally transfer instructions to a specified label.

It is also possible to transfer instructions to other program

labels.

19
Unconditional

call

Unconditional

program call

The specified NC program acts as an instruction

executed by a subroutine

20 Return
Return from call

program
Return to step instruction from a subroutine

22 Program startup Program startup
Start up the specified program number instruction. It is

possible to set a NC program serial number.

23 Program stop Program stop
An instruction for stop a specified program serial number.

It is possible to set a NC program serial number.

24
Conditional

transfer(jump)

Conditional

transfer(jump)
If a condition is effective, transfer to specified labels.
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25 Conditional call
Conditional program

call
If a condition is effective, execute a subroutine.

26 Pause Program control

Step temporary stop instructions of all programs. Axis

movement also temporarily stops, with the exception of

program number 251 ~ 251.

27 Alarm
Alarm expression

output

Instruction for displaying the specified alarm information. It

is possible to set an alarm sequence number. As NC

programs dedicated alarm, with serial numbers of 001-050
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Appendix B: Drive parameters

1. Servo Parameters of Panasonic A5 (400 w, for example)

Number Setting value Parameter meanings

Pr0.00 0 Set the rotation direction according to the practical running status

Pr0.01 0 Control mode setting, with a setting value 0 as position control

Pr0.02 1
Set the real-time automatic adjustment, with a setting value 1 as

standard setting; MZ axis’s setting value is 3

Pr0.03 10
Rigid setting of the real-time automatic machine, with drive

automatically adjusting

Pr0.04 450-2000 Inertia ratio, with drive automatically adjusting in case of automatic gain

Pr0.05 1 Instruction pulse input selection, long-line driver dedicated input

Pr0.06 1
Instruction pulse polarity setting which is to be made according to the

actual operation status

Pr0.07 0 Instruction pulse input mode setting, A phase + B phase

Pr0.12 0
Pulse output logic reverse, which is to be set in combination with

machine’s running status

Pr0.16 1
Regeneration discharge resistance external selection, which is to be

set according to the external resistance using conditions

Pr1.00 480
The first position loop gain, with the drive automatically adjusting in

case of automatic gain;

Pr1.01 270
The first speed loop gain, with the drive automatically adjusting in case

of automatic gain;

Pr1.02 210
The first speed loop integral time parameter, with the drive automatic

adjusting in case of automatic gain;
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Appendix C:Alarm codes and instructions

Alarm

code designation content

01

S-arm clamp DET

OFF

Please confirm whether S-arm's stub bar drops down

or not and the X29 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the stub bar drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

02

M-arm clamp1

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X19 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

03

M-arm clamp2

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X20 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

04

M-arm clamp3

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X21 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

05

M-arm clamp4

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X22 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.
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06

M-arm vacuum1

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X23 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

07

M-arm vacuum2

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down

or not and the X24 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

08

M-arm vacuum3

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X25 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

09

M-arm vacuum4

detect OFF

Please confirm whether the product drops down or not and

the X27 signal exists or not.

Solutions:

1.Open the safety door to take out the products or press the

RESET button to continue.

2.If the product drops in the traverse-out placing,please

switch into manual state and reset the alarm.

10

Mould open(X46)

not OFF

In auto-running,mould open(X46) still exists after the time

T49 when enable mould closure(Y35) is ON.

Solutions:

1.Check the wiring between the mechanial arm and the

mould machine.

2.Check the monitoring timer T49.

3.Check the signal mould area free(Y34) and enable mould

closure(Y35).

11

Mould

close(X45)not ON

Mould open(X46)

not ON

In auto-running, neither mould close(X45) nor mould

open(X46) is ON for a long time when enable mould

closure(Y35) or enable mould opening(Y36) is ON.

Solutions:

Please check the molding machine's wiring.

12

The moulding open

is abnormal

In auto-running,there's no mould open(X46) signal

for a long time.

Solutions:

1.Check the molding machine for wiring.

2.Check the monitoring timer T51.
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13
Posture error

There's no posture out LMT(X16) after the arm postures

out,or the other way around.

Solutions:

1.Check the relative timers:T3,T4 and T55.

2.Check the posture out output(Y01) and the posture out

LMT(X16).

3.Check the posture in output(Y00) and the posture in

LMT(X15).

14

Posture in and out

LMT both ON

Posture out LMT(X16) and posture in LMT(X15) are both ON.

Solutions:

Please check the posture sensor(X16、X15).

15

S-arm ascent

limit(X07) error

Solutions:

1.Please check the timer T57.

2.Please check output Y25,the sensor(X07) and the wiring.

16

S-arm rising

limit(X07) is not

OFF

Solutions:

1.Please check the timer T57.

2.Please check rising limit sensors (X07) and S-arm going

down valve and confirm the wiring

17

Posture and return

singnal is flashing

Solutions:

1.Please check the Lateral posture group cylinder

2.Check the output (Y01 Y02) and sensors(X15，X16)

18

Rotating action is

abnormal

After rotary motion, sensor X10 is not ON.

After rotary reset, sensor X11 is not ON.

Solutions:

1.Please check the timer T17,T18,T58.

2.Please check the signal(Y45,Y47) and the sensor(X10,X11)

19

Rotating cylinder

singnal is both ON

The rotary cylinder's sensor X10 and X11 is both ON at the

same time

Solutions:

Please check the sensor(X10,X11).

20
Air pressure is low

Air pressure is not sufficient.

Solutions:

1.Please check whether the airline has been connected.

2.Please check the air pressure(X26).

21

Rotating cylinder

sensor is flashing

Rotating group cylinder sensor is OFF for a short time.

Solutions:

1.Please check the rotation group cylinder.

2.Please check output(Y45 Y47) and sensors(X11 X10).

22

The action

program is

abnormal

Perform the non-conforming eduction subroutine 3,but

Manipulator fail to move.

23

The action

program is

abnormal

Perform the non-conforming eduction subroutine 4,but

Manipulator fail to move.
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24

The action

program is

abnormal

Perform the non-conforming eduction subroutine 5,but

Manipulator fail to move.

25

Injection machine's

automatic signal is

abnormal

Injection machine automatic signal (X48) is OFF.

Solutions:

1.In system setting, please check the mode

"Auto(X48)OFF,stop" is selected as ON.

2.Please check the injection machine's automatic

signal (X48).

26

No mould

unloading over

signal

Please open the mould to a mould unloading status

in preparation for entry into a fully automatic status.

27

S-arm's retreat

limit(X14) is not

ON

Y28 is OFF, but X14 is not ON.

Solutions:

Please check the Secondary arm's retreat valve (Y28) and

sensor (X14) for wiring.

28

S-arm's retreat

limit(X14) is not

OFF

Y28 is ON, but X14 is not OFF.

Solutions:

1.Please check T62.

2.Please check the electromagnetic valve (Y28) and sensor

(X14) for wiring.

29

【permitted

molding process】

instruction is not

edited.

No molding start processing actions occur.

Solutions:

1.Please check whether or not the instruction program have

been written as a permitted molding process.

30

The ejector

forward is

abnormal

The signal Y39 is ON,but X50 is OFF for a long time.

Solutions:

Please check the ejector forward limit output (Y39) and

ejector forward limit input (X50).

31

stub bar

confirmation is not

OFF

Stub bar confirmation is not OFF.

Solutions:

Please check the stub bar clamp output (Y10) and the

sensor(X29).

32

Clamp1

confirmation is not

OFF

After clamp1 released,X19 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the clamp 1 open output (Y02) and sensor

(X19).

33

Clamp2

confirmation is not

OFF

After clamp2 released,X20 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the clamp 2 open output (Y03) and sensor

(X20).

34

Clamp3

confirmation is not

OFF

After clamp3 released,X21 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the clamp3 open output (Y04) and sensor

(X21).
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35

Clamp4

confirmation is not

OFF

After clamp4 released,X22 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the clamp 4 open output (Y05) and sensor

(X22).

36

Suck1

confirmation is not

OFF

After suck1 released,X23 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the suck 1 open output (Y08) and sensor (X23).

37

Suck2

confirmation is not

OFF

After suck2 released,X24 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the suck 2 open output (Y09) and sensor (X24).

38

Suck3

confirmation is not

OFF

After suck3 released,X25 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the suck 3 open output (Y14) and sensor (X25).

39

Suck4

confirmation is not

OFF

After suck4 released,X26 is still ON.

Solutions:

Please confirm the suck 4 open output (Y15) and sensor (X26).

40
posure group

standby error

Solutions:

1.Please check the program edit.

2.Mode【posture standby】is selected or not.

41
mould unloading

（X46）is OFF

Arm is at the going down position, mould unloadingover(X46)

signal is OFF.

Solutions:

1.Please check the mould unloading(X46).

2.Please check the connection between the manipulator and

the injection machine.

3.Please check whether the down-standby position is beyond

the set value or not.

42
outside the safety

zone

Arm moving is outside the safety zone, please checkthe

following sensors Take-out side zone (X04),open side zone

(X18) primary and secondary arm rising limit (X00, X07).At

the same time,please check the setting value of the axis and

the safety zone.

43

mould

unloading&loading

signal is abnormal.

mould unloading signal(X46) and mould loading signal (X45)

are ON at the same time,please confirm.

44
mould zone safety

signal is abnormal

In take-out going down, mould zone safety or mould loading

permission is ON.

Solutions:

1.Please check the signal X00,X07.

2.Whether chose the mode [Go-down standby] or not.

46
medium plate

signal is missing

Already has the mould unloading over signal,but the medium

plate signal is not ON.

Solutions:

1.Please confirm the mode status of【medium detection not in

use】

2.Please check the medium plate signal.
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3.Please check the timer T50

47
inside posture is

abnormal

You chose 【inside posture】,when Y axis move out,posture

action is not performed.

Solutions:

1.Mode【inside posture】is selected or not.

2.Please use free operation to control posture.

48
outside standby is

abnormal

Mode【outside standby】is selected or not.

Please check mould unloading(MO) singnal is ON or not.

49

Primary arm is

outside the safety

zone

When the sensors on the take-out side or the placement side

is not ON, the Primary arm is ready to go down.

At a position beyond the take-out side area or the placement

area, the Primary arm is ready to go down.

1、Please check the take-out side sensor (X04) and the

placement side sensor (X18),in addition,

2、please confirmwhether or not the settings of the

take-outside zone and placement side zone are appropriate.

50
S-arm is outside

the safety zone

When the sensors on the take-out side or the placement side

is not ON, the secondary arm is ready to go down.At a

position beyond the take-out side area or the placement area,

the secondary arm is ready to go down.

Please check the take-out side sensor (X04) and the

placement side sensor (X18),in addition,

please confirm whether or not the settings of the take-out side

zone and placement side zone are appropriate.

51
the acton zone is

abnormal,Y axis

If the arm is in a state of going down, the running axis has a

tendency to move beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the Y axis moving settingvalue,

in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

52

Take out side

action zone is

abnormal MX axis

In take-out side zone, when the arm is under a state of going

down, the primary arm' front and back axis has a tendency to

move beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the MX axis moving setting

value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

53

placement side

action zone is

abnormal MX axis

In placement side zone, when the arm is under a state of

going down, the primary arm' front and back axis has a

tendency to move beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the MX axis moving setting

value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.
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54

Take out side

action zone is

abnormal MX axis

In take-out side zone, when the arm is under a state of going

down, the secondary arm' front and back axis has a tendency

to move beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the SX axis moving setting

value, in addition,please also check the setting of the movable

zone.

55

placement side

action zone is

abnormal SX axis

In placement side zone, when the arm is under a state of

going down, the primary arm' front and back axis has a

tendency to move beyond the zone. Please check the program

and the SX axis moving setting value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

56

Take out side

action zone is

abnormal MZ axis

In take-out side zone, MZ axis has a tendency to move beyond

the zone.

Please check the program and the MZ axis moving setting

value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

57

placement side

action zone is

abnormal MZ axis

In open side zone, MZ axis has a tendency to move

beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the MZ axis moving setting

value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

58

Take out side

action zone is

abnormal SZ axis

In take-out side zone, SZ axis has a tendency to move beyond

the zone.

Please check the program and the SZ axis moving setting

value, in addition,

please also check the setting of the movable zone.

59

placement side

action zone is

abnormal SZ axis

In open side zone, SZ axis has a tendency to move

beyond the zone.

Please check the program and the SZ axis moving setting

value, in addition,please also check the setting of the movable

zone.

60

Going down

standby zone is

abnormal MZ axis

MZ axis going down standby position is beyond the zone set

maximum value.

Please check the program going down standby setting

value,in addition,the zone set going down standby maximum

value shoud also be checked.

61

Going down

standby zone is

abnormal SZ axis

SZ axis going down standby position is beyond the zone set

maximum value.

Please check the program going down standby setting value,

in addition, the zone set going down standby maximum value

shoud also be checked.

62

Take-out zone and

placement zone

signal are

abnormal

Take-out signal(X04) and placement signal(X18) are ON at

the same time.

Please check the sensor state or the line is abnormal or not.
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63

#001 program

instruction is

wrong

#001 program used unconditional jump instruction, lead to

the program is cycle endlessly.

Please check the #001 program JUMP instruction

Step Label Instruction Action treatment program

001 lin move MZ(0.0mm,100%)

002 L053 lin move Y(10.0mm,100%)

. . . .

. . . .

. . . .

025 Jump L053

026 Return

64
Y axis sense the

maximum limit

Y axis moved to the maximum position.

Please check the Y axis limit sensor.And use the free

operation to move Y axis in the negative direction.

65
MX axis sense the

maximum limit

MX axis moved to the maximum position.

Please check the axis limit sensor.And use the free operation

to move axis in the negative direction.

66
MZ axis sense the

maximum limit

MZ axis moved to the maximum position.

Please check the MZ axis limit sensor.And use the free

operation to move MZ axis in the negative direction.

67
SX axis sense the

maximum limit

SX axis moved to the maximum position.

Please check the SX axis limit sensor.And use the free

operation to move SX axis in the negative direction.

68
SZ axis sense the

maximum limit

SZ axis moved to the maximum position.

Please check the SZ axis limit sensor.And use the free

operation to move SZ axis in the negative direction.

69
【Std-Pro】mode is

not selected

The current program is standard,but not selecting the

【Std-Pro】mode

Please switch to the user 4 and select the 【Std-Pro】mode

70
【Std-Pro】mode

select is error

The current program is direct,please close the 【Std-Pro】

mode.

Please switch to the user 4 and close the 【Std-Pro】mode

71
【S-arm cylinder】

type is not selected

The current program is S-arm cylinder,but【S-arm cylinder】

type is not selected

Please switch to the user 4,enter system setting and select the

【S-arm cylinder】type

72

S-arm cylinder

dropping is

prohibited

In the automatic running,without mould open and medium

plate,S-arm cylinder dropping is prohibited. Please check the

program,【S-arm cylinder down】program edit position is right

or not.
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73

Outside of the safe

area S-arm

cylinder dropping

is prohibited

In the automatic running,neither take-out area nor

placement area,S-arm cylinder dropping is prohibited

Please check the program,【S-arm cylinder down】

program edit position is right or not.

74

MX and SX axis is

beyond the

security area

MX and SX axis is beyond the area, interval may collide.

1.please check whether the MX and SX axis shaft span

beyond the set value.

2.please in maximum screen,check the MX and SX axial

spacing value.

75 Fan fault

The controller fan failure,unable to run automatically.

1.please check the fan operation.

2.If the fan has been damaged,contact the manufacturer

service.

76 Release Pos Er When X18 is off, Release product is forbid!

77
Confirm the chuck

station

Robot will Autorun soon,but the chuck station is not correct。

Please change to manu mode, check the chuck sensor and

open the clamp and vacuum.
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Operation error

code designation content

01
The outside

standby is in use
please open the mould.

02
The posture

standby is in use.
please open the mould.

03

The arm is in the

unsafe zone and

not in the up

limit.Manual

operation is

disabled.

Please use the free operation.

04

There is neither

mould open nor

middle plate

signal.The arm is

prohibited to

descend.

1.Please open the mould

2.Plate no detect mode is OFF and no middle plate signal.

05
Please make ORG

return.

06
Please move the arm to the upper position firstly

and then conduct the operation.

07

There is no selection posture interference function.This

manual operation is invalid.

08

The arm is in the

unsafe zone and

not in the up

limit.can't do the

posture reset.

The arm is in the unsafe zone and not in the up limit.can't do

the posture reset.

09

The arm is not in

the safe region,The

manual operation

is not allowed.

Please move Y axis to the take-out or placement zone.

10 Please make the upper and lower axis go up or down.

11

Please determine that the lateral posture group is in a going

down state, if possible, still not go down,please confirm

whether or not the stationary mould take-out mode has been

selected.

12
Not in the manual

action mode.
Please switch to the manual mode.
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13

Use the backward button to make the primary arm's front

and back axis move to the take-out retreat

position.

14

Use the backward button to make the primary arm's front

and back axis move to the take-out standby

position.

15

Use the forward button to make the primary arm's

front and back axis move to the take-out standby

position.

16

Use the forward button to make the primary arm's

front and back axis move to the take-out standby

position.

17

The forward and retreat axis isn't in the early open postion.

Press the [early open postion] key in the manual screen until

the axis reaches the postion.

18 Please move backward by free operation.

19

The sub-arm isn't in the [unuse retreat postion].

Please move to the [unuse retreat postion] firstly in the

manual operation screen.

20 Molding machine door is open.

21 Mould unloading over is OFF.

22

The forward and back axis isn't in the [bad open postion].

Please press the [bad open move] and move the arm to the

[bad open postion].

23

The forward and back axis isn't in the [middle open postion].

Please press the [middle open move] and move the arm to the

[middle open postion].

24

The forward and back axis isn't in the [sample open postion].

Please press the [sample open move] and move the arm to the

[sample open postion].

25 Please make the posture activated.

26 Please make the posture reset.

27 Primary arm open going down permission is OFF.

28 The conveyor belt is in action.

29
Please make the transverse axial take-out side or open side

move.

30
If the program compilation is not completed,the original point

actions or automatic operation will be impossible.

31

Injection machine fully automatic signal (X48) is ON,before

entering the step action,

please turn the injection machine into a manual mode to let
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the fully automatic signal become OFF,and then enter the

Manipulator single step action model.

32
Please open the safety door to confirm whether or not there is

residual products inside the mould.

33

Manipulator

unused mode is in

ON status。

Please be in a system mode to let the manipulator in an

unused mode.

After the switching is OFF, conduct automatic action.

34

Lateral posture group is in the position that may

not move,please move the arm to the safety position and then

conduct lateral posture moving.

42
Both of the 【SK in use】and【CP in use】are not selected,at

least one mode is selected

43
【Outside standby】and【Go-down standby】mode are not

selected at the same time.

44
【Postured standby】and【Go-down standby】mode are not

selected at the same time.

45
Mould open X46 and placement zone X18 are both OFF,

【outside standby】can not be selected.

46
Mould open X46 and placement zone X18 are both OFF,

【outside standby】can not be selected.

47
Robot standby

error!!!

Reason and operation:

1、At the robot standby position,take-out zone X04 isn't

NO,pleast adjust the position or check the signal X04.

2、Pleast close the safety gate.

48
【S-arm cyclinder】type is selected,【Go-down standby】mode

can not be selected.

50
Without S-arm or【S-arm in use】mode isn't selected,【M-arm

in use】mode can not be canceled.

51
【M-arm in use】mode is not selected,【S-arm in use】mode can

not be canceled.

52 【M-arm in use】mode is not selected,so it can not be used.

53 【S-arm in use】mode is not selected,so it can not be used.

54
【M-arm mould open】mode is selected,so it can not be

selected again.

55
【S-arm mould open】mode is selected,so it can not be selected

again.

56 【Std-pro】mode is not selected,so it can not be used.

57 Without S-arm,the mode can not be used.

61 Y axis don't move to the take-out zone or placement zone.

62
Y axis is at the take-out position,but up-down axis is not at

the standby position.
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63
Y axis is at placement position,but up-down axis is not at the

standby position.

64
Y axis is at the take-out position,but forward-back axis is not

at the standby position.

66
In the take-out zone,but not in the standby postion,can't

descend.

67
In the placement zone,but not in the s-arm open,mid open or

the placement postion,can't descend.

68
M-arm not used is set,but m-arm hasn't move to the

backward postion.

69
S-arm not used is set,but s-arm hasn't move to the backward

postion.

70 The MX and SX axis is forbidden to move.

71 The MX and SX axis is forbidden to move.

78 [chained release mode]

122
The take-out machine is operating alone.and the molding

simulator is working.
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Axis alarm

code designation content

01 ROM/RAM ERROR

The electronic components of the servo driveis found

abnormal.

●Inspection item

Please exchange servo drives.

02
TS-LINK

Communication error

Communication is found abnormal

●Inspection item

Please check each baseboard's LED expression,

communications wiring, and power supply.If LED is on

or off all the time,the base board is abnormal.

03

he motor's power

supply voltage is

insufficient and

abnormal

Motor's drive power supply below 140 v is insufficient.

●Inspection item

Please check the wiring and connection of the power

supply and power cable.if without exception, exchange

the converter unit(SPCxxx).

04
Abnormal encoder

input

The encoder input is abnormal

●Inspection item

Please check the encoder and its wiring and connection

of cables.

If not abnormal, exchange motor or frequency converter

unit (SPCxxx).

05
Abnormal motor

power OFF overload

The encoder input pulse is bad,or the transverse motor

is in a state of failing to rotate.

●Inspection item

Please check the encoder cables' wiring and its

connection and mechanical overload.

If without exception, exchange transverse motor or

frequency converter unit (SPCxxx)

06
Motor thermal

protection

The transverse motor's thermal protection input is

OFF.

●Inspection item

Please check the wiring and connection of the thermal

protection input (TIOxxx TIOxxxA).

07
The motor over

current

The transverse motor over 30A.

●Inspection item

Exchange the converter baseboard (SPCxxx).

08
The original point

limit is not OFF

when conducint the original point retrieval,the

original point is not OFF.

●Inspection item

Please check the original point's limit motion

state,wiring and encoder, encoder cables' wiring and

connection

if not abnormal, exchange servo baseboard (SVCxxx) or
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servo drive.

09
Original point beyond

the sensor is ON

After leaving the original point, the original point limit

is not OFF.

●Inspection item

Please check the original point limit's state of

action,wiring and encoder, and connection and wiring of

the encoder cables.

If not abnormal, please exchange servo substrate

(SVCxxx) or servo drives.

10

The origina position's

riginal point limit is

OFF.

When the original point moving is over,the original

point limit is OFF.

●Inspection item

Please check the original point limit's state of

action,wiring and encoder, and connection and wiring of

the encoder cables.

If not abnormal, please exchange servo substrate

(SVCxxx) or servo drives.

11
The offside limit ia

ON

The offside limit ia ON

●Inspection item

Please confirm the offside limit's the moving

state,wiring and position's setting value.

To use the [reset] button to remove the alarm, manual

operation or original point reset may be used to avoid.

12
Abnormal servo

driver

The servo drive alarm has occurred.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the servo driver expression board's

abnormal content.After the abnormal content is

confirmed,please shut off the power supply.

After more than 30 seconds, once again start the

power supply.

13
Abnormal position

data setting

Position data have not been set orthe setting has

exceeded the the maximum of the setting value.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the setting value.

14 Deviation alarm

Deviation counting accumulated pulse has exceeded

the specified value.

●Inspection item

Please check the wiring and connection of the encoder

cables,and is mechanical overload.

If without exception, please exchange the servo

baseboard or servo drives.

15
Abnormal

retrogradation

Retrogradation load exceeds the specified value.

●Inspection item

Prolonged acceleration and deceleration time or cycle.
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16
Insufficient power

supply voltage

The main circuit power supply voltage is insufficient.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the power supply voltage.

17 Abnormal encoder

The encoder input is abnormal.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the encoder cables and connectors.

18
Abnormal electronic

thermal protection

Overheating protection circuit is triggered

●Inspection item

Please check the over load of the machine.

19
Abnormal servo

driver communication

The axis CPU and action CPU communication have

been found abnormal.

●Inspection item

Please exchange servo drives.

20 Abnormal IPM

Over current protection circuit is triggered

●Inspection item

Please confirm the power line.

21 Abnormal speed

The motor rotates at a speed over the specified value.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the encoder's cables and connectors.

22
Abnormal servo

drives detectioin

The type of the servo drive is not proper.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the type of the servo drive.

23
Abnormal high

voltage

The srive's power supply voltage is too high.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the power supply voltage.

24
Abnormal over

current

Feedback current is too large.

●Inspection item

Please check the servo driver, servo motor

and power cable.

25
Abnormal over

current

Abnormal feedback current at startup of power supply.

●Inspection item

Please exchange servo drives.

26

Abnormal mould

pulse input into

baseboard

communication is found abnormal

●Inspection item

Please check each baseboard's LED expression,

communications wiring, and power supply.If LED is on

or off all the time,the base board is abnormal.

27
Super large amount

of correction

The amount of the corrections at the clamping position

is more than the maximum correction amount.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the setting value of the maximum

correction amount.

28
Axis connection

alarm

When the power supply is switched on,the probelms

existed on the servo drive are not found.

●Inspection item

Please check the rotary switch of the servo drives,DIP
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switch settings of the servo baseboard,or the setting of

the initial data,and the connection of the

communication cables.

29 Axial response error

No response signals from servo drives.

●Inspection item

Please check the rotary switch of the servo drives,DIP

switch settings of the servo baseboard,or the setting of

the initial data,and the connection of the

communication cables.

30
Axis DIP switch

setting error

The unused axis has been connected to the servo driver

and servo baseboard.

●Inspection item

Please check the rotary switch of the servo drives,DIP

switch settings of the servo baseboard, ocheck or change

the setting of the initial data.

31
The battery voltage is

insufficient

The voltage of the absolute encoder's data backup

lithium battery is insufficient.

●Inspection item

Please exchange lithium batteries as soon as possible.(If

the battery is not standard product, please make order

from our company.)

32
The absolute original

point is not set

The original point of the absolute encoder is not set.

●Inspection item

Please set the original point.

33
Abnormal servo

driver communication

The communication between the axis CPU and action

CPU is found abnormal.

●Inspection item

Pleas exchange the servo drives.

34
Abnormal IPM

temperature

The temperature of the IPM exceeds the specified value.

●Inspection item

Please slow down the operation speed,or slow the

acceleration and deceleration.

35
Abnormal encoders

counting

Detect the deviation of the data of one rotary position

from the encoder(EC1).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.

36
Abnormal encoders

counting

Detect the AB phase counting anomaly from the

encoder(CE2).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.

37
Abnormal encoder Z

phase signal

Detect the Z phase signal from the encoder.

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.

38
Abnormal encoder CS

phase signal

Detect the CS phase signal from the encoder(CSE).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.
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39
Suspended encoder

reception

Failure to recieve signals from the encoder.

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor、servo drives,encoder

cables and connectors.

40
Abnormal encoder

receiving data

Detect the abnormal signal from the encoder.

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor、 servo driver,encoder

cables encoder.

41

Abnormal encoder

communication IC

access

Detect the abnormal communication confirmation of

the encoder communication IC (access inspection).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo driver.

42
Abnormal encoders

counting

Detect the counting error from the encoder(CE).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.

43

All absolutestate of

the encoder is

abnormal

When the power supply is switched on, in the absence of

indication, detect the running of the servo motor

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor and the take-out machine.

44
Encoder counting

overflow

Detect the counting overflow from the encoder(OF).

●Inspection item

Please check the servo motor.

45 Abnormal encoder ID

Receive the non-corresponding encoder ID from the

encoder.

●Inspection item

Please confirm that the type of the servo motor

is proper.

46 Collision detection

To detect the machine collision.

●Inspection item

Shut off the power supply.

Please use manual operation to avoid to a safety

location, please confirm whether or not the machine is

abnormal.

47
TS-NET instructions

received abnormal

Detect reception error from TS-NET communication

●Inspection item

Please check the communication wiring and connectors.

49 Drive alarm

Detect the alarm from general drives.

●Inspection item

Please confirm the alarm content of generic drivers.
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System alarm

code designation content

04 Operating data error

Find.abnormal.system.data.

●Inspection item

Please download the system data.

06
Abnormal backup

RAM

Find.abnormal.backup.RAM.

●Inspection item

Please check and exchange the movingthe baseboard.

07
Abnormal controller

system

Find.abnormal.program.controller.system.the.movingthe

baseboard.is.abnormal.

●Inspection item

Please check and exchange the movingthe baseboard.

08
Lithium battery

voltage is low

The data backup lithium battery voltage is insufficient.

●Inspection item

Please exchange lithium batteries as soon as possible.(If

the battery is not standard product,

please make order from our company.)

12
Abnormal action

baseboard RAM

Electronic components of the action baseboard (RAM)is

found.abnorma.

●Inspection item

Please exchange action base board.

13
Abnormal action

baseboard RAM

Electronic components of the action baseboard (RAM)is

found.abnorma.

●Inspection item

Please exchange action base board.

14

TS-LINK

Communication

error

TS-LINK.Communication.error.has.occurred

●Inspection item

Please check the baseboard's LED expression,

communication cables and powe supplyr.If LED keeps on

or off, the baseboard is abnormal.

15 RAM error

Electronic components of the action baseboard (RAM)is

found.abnorma.

●Inspection item

Please exchange action base board

17
Directory data flash

ROM errors

FThe registration directory data flash ROM is found

abnormal

●Inspection item

Please download the program controller data.

19 Backup data error

The contents of the backup data have been found

abnormal.

●Inspection item

Please load the mould data, or the implement the data

setting.

Please press the [reset] button.
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User alarm

code designation content

01 Embedded parts not detected，please make a confirmation.

02
Embedded parts have been not released but detector

sensor has not got out.

Action expression

code content

01
Will stop the automatic moving of the take-out machine.

Will stop after the running in this cycle is over, please wait a moment.

02

Will go into step opertion mode!

To turn off this information display, please press the RESET button.

If want to exit step operation,please press again [single-step operation].

Robot will act one step when press the 【ADV】key and enable SW at the same

moment.

03
Take-out machine's automatic action stop.

Please switch manually.

04 ORG return is over.

05 take-out machine standby position is over.

06 Transverse retreat position moving is over.

07 Secondary arm position moving is over.

08 Primary arm open position moving is over.

09 Posture action position moving is over.

10 Clamp position moving is over.

11 Embeded position moving is over.

12 Embeded standby position moving is over.

13
Primary arm's front and rear axis moving towards

take-out standby position is over.

14 Embedded objects obtaining standby position is over.

15 Front and rear axis's moving towards take-out retreat position is over.

16 Please conduct posture reset.

17 Embedded objects obtaining position moving is over.

18 Rising action is over.

19 Going down moving is over

20 Posture reset is over.

21 Posture action is over.

22 Please take out the article in the mould.
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23 Please release the emergency stop,and return to normal status.

24

Has entered into a single step mode.

Keep pressing the action possible key and at the sametime pressing forward key

on the right side will conductthe single step actionbe in accordance with the writ

tenprogram, keep pressing for more than 2.5 seconds willlead to a continuous

single step action.Press the action possible key and at the same time

pressretreat key on the right side will lead to single step retreat action in

accordance with the written program.

To exit from the single-step mode, please click the Start button.

25

Manipulator has begun to enter the Automatic mode but has not got automatic

signal from injection

machine.

26
The production scheduled production number is about to be reached, when

reaching the predetermined number,the takeout machine will stop action.

27 Has reached production predetermined number,please switch to manual mode.

29

Has reached the oiling distance, please go to the

maintenance menu, check for which axis having reached the oiling

distance,after oiling, please press the "oiling over" button,the system will record

this oiling action.

30
Has exited from the a single step mode.Manual and automatic operation can be

normally conducted.

31

Please check the status of anti-collision sensor X33 between secondary arms.

If the secondary arms are too close in between,

please go to the free operating mode.to remove theprimary arm.

34
M-arm front and rear axis offside limit is ON

please use the free operation to avoid.

35
※Attention※

MX axis servo free is ON,please operate it carefully.

36
The 【door open】mode is on. Now the Mould is open,the arm would not go down

until open the door.

80
Bad unit release mode had changed ON,please set the date go to counter

display,And complete the 3# program ,otherwise it will not act.

81
Sample release mode had changed ON,please set the date go to counter

display,And complete the 5# program ,otherwise it will not act.

82

Initial product release mode had changed ON,please

set the date go to counter display,And complete the 4# program ,otherwise it will

not act.


